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Lieutenant - Colonel
Doug Morgan · joins
up as Eastern s new
ROTC director.
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Presid~nt promises brighter future for Eastern
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phoio by Chad M. Hutson

President Frederickson address a crowd of facult y and guests
at the annual faculty breakfast held in Tawanka Friday, S~pt. 20.·

by MOLLY ANSELMO
Even though his future a t Eastern Was hington Unive rsity is
uncerta in , President H. George
F'rederi ckson is looking forw ard
lo a yea r of what he ca lls
" insurmountable opportunity" a l
Eastern . In the annual Sta te of
the University address Friday,
Sept. 20, the pres ident expressed
optimism about the corning year ,
despite serious budget problem s
in the pas t.
" Wh ile hi ghe r educa tion in
Washington continue.: lo be seriously underfunded, we a r e, from
my perspecti ve, enter ing a year
fill ed with opportunity, hope a nd
good pros pects, ' ' he sa id .
Spea king to a crowd of more
than 350 fac ul ty and guests ,
F rede r ickson outlined Eastern 's
Boa rd of Trustees' EWU 2000
pl a n--a comprehens ive pla nning
effor.t that will serve a s a blueprin t for the Uni versity 's growth
through t he 1990s .
At no point during the speech
did Frederickson mention the
Oct . 21 vote in which the facult y
could ask for the pres ident's
resignation . Instead , he aimed
the speech at the future of the
school , listing the EWU 2000 plan
a nd the continuing development
of the EWU / WSU joint center for
highe r education in Spokane as

two immediate projects .
" Eastern Washington Univers ity will continue to flourish and
deve lop in Spoka ne in a coordinated fa shion with WS U," he
sa id . " We will be working on
prog ra ms that a re good fo r EWU,
good for WSU a nd good for
Spoka ne ."
Under the center 's guidelines,
each of the two schools will offer
thei r own present prog ram s, a nd
wi 11 be governed by a board of
seven persons--t wo each selec ted
by EWU and WSU , two selected
by the governor a nd a representative of Spoka ne 's comm unity
coll eges.
Outlining the EWU 2000 pl a nnin g pr og r a m , F r e deri cks on
ca ll ed it a grass roots opera ti on,
tha t wi ll involve a ll pa rts of the
uni vers ity, including trustees
,
I
students , fa cul ty, a drninistral ion,
a lumn i a nd civic and business
lea ders .
One s ub jec t F r e de ri ckso n
would like to pla n to look at is the
current four-quar ter academic
system which he sa ys contributes
signi ficantly to " fa culty burnout '' . By modifying the academic
sch e dule , Fre derickson said
fac ul ty members would ha ve
mor e time to pursue resea rch,
scholar ship and services.
Another possible subject of

E WU 2000 is the developm ent of a
stronger liberal a rts progr am at
E a stern .
" Some fac ul ty members bE!ll eve that we ... offer too many
majors tha t are a ppl ied, practi cal. a nd vocational. To what
extent have we lost our belief in
or comm itment to the libera l
arts ?" he a sked.
Another poi nt of concern addressed in the President 's speech
is what he ca ll ed a "sig nificant
need for improvement in fac ul ty
and staff sa la ri es . In the corning
yea r , F rederi ckson said he and
the Boa rd of Trus tees woul d
ma ke ever y poss ible e ffort to
sec ure a sa lary incre?.;:;e, and
promised the fa culty that the
incr ease will com e about.
'

Conc lud ing his speech, the
preside nt agai n expressed his
opti mism for the school's future
a nd reaffi r med his commitment
to Eastern .
·'It is ti m e fo r us to imagi ne a
great uni vers ity " he sa id . " Like
most of you , I a m committed to spread a nd deepen the understanding of wha t it means to be at
Ea stern and to do a ll tha t I can to
help you a ccomplish your critical
ta sks for the 1985-86 academic
yea r ."

New therapy program at EWU

Asbestos warnings posted in
seven Eastern campus buildings
by CHRIS LeBLANC
Asbestos, a substance which
has been attributed as one cause
of lung cancer, has been discovered in seven university buildings
and the underground tunnel system, ac~ording to university reports.
University President H.
George Frederickson has issued
an emergency proclamation,
dated Sept. 16, allowing that the
Public Works requirements for
competitive bidding be bypassed
in order to expedite the process of
hiring a contractor to clean up
the asbestos. The Department of
Labor and Industry has given
Eastern until Oct. 29 to correct
the problem said Paul Deutsch,
Eastern's Environmental Safety
Officer . ., ·
One buflaing where the substance was found is Robert Reid
Laboratory School. According to
Environmental Protection Agency requirements, the school

should have been surveyed for
asbestos and brought up to stand-
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ards as of June 1983, said Walt
Jasper, an EPA officer in Seattle.
The asbestos was discovered in
Showalter Hall, the ROTC Building, Williamson Hall, Hargreaves
Hall, Louise Anderson Hall, the
Music Building Recital Hall and

portions of the underground tunnel system, by the Department of
Labor and Industry's safety inspectors who were on campus
during May and June, according
to reports.
The inspectors found a subsstance that they believed could be
asbestos and sent it to their
laboratory to be tested . When the
results came out positive, the
matter was handed over to the
DLI's Hygeine Compliance Section in Olympia , said George
Perry, DLI supervisor who conducted the inspection.
The DLI was conducting the
first inspection of its kind on this
campus when the asbestos wa:,
discovered . Citations were issued, and the university was
given until Oct. 29 to repair the
cited hazards, said Deutsch. This
is known as spot abatement.
The university has run into
somt\_~ifficulty in its attempt to
find a contractor that is qualified
(continued on page 7)

Eastern 's
newly-devel~ped
physical therapy course opened
the first day of classes with an
enrollment of 20 students, said
Donna El-Din , director of the
program .
El-Din , who came to Eastern
from the physical therapy department at the University of
Texas, has been developing Eas tern 's program since last Novem ber. A physical therapist with a
Ph .D., El-Din said there was
great interest in the program
here , with only about a quarter of
applicants being accepted into
the program .
Classes are presently divided
between Cheney and Spokane
because a permanent location
has not yet been found . El-Din
said they are currently looking
for a permanent location, either
in Spokane or Cheney. Until one
is found , all biology classes will
be taught on campus through the
Biology Department, and classes
in physical therijpy skills, kinesiology, bio-mechanics and electro-therapy will be taught in
Spokane.
Students enter the program
their junior year. Before being
accepted, t!?ey must pass required courses in biology, physics,
chemistry and psychology. Ap-

plication to the program must be
made by February of the student 's sophomore year.
The program ru.,s eight consecuti ve quarters , ~~l-Din said ,
with students taking cl asses during the summer . After the third
quarter, students will begin earning practical experience working
in physical therapy clinics.
Students completing the course
will receive a Ba chelor of Science
degree in physical therapy, and
will qualify to take the ~ ashington State board examinatiQ_n for
certification .

The Eastemer. staff has
oved into its new office in
argreaves Hall, located between Showalter Hall and the
Bookstore.
The Easterner office is in
Room 5 of Hargreaves basement <take a left as you get off
the elevator).
Office hours are Monday
through Fr~day, 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Letters to the Editor can
be brought to the office or
mailed to the PUB J>ost Office,
·mail stop number 58.
For more information, call
the Easterner Office at 3597010.
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Pres' new face,
politics Or not?

Faculty
may ask

..

by CHRIS LeBLANC
Associate Editor
What is the real reason behind the new look of our university
President H. George Frederickson?
Is it, as some say, a political ploy or, as his wife believes, an
act of fashion?
The new look pleases his wife, Mary, who said she has
"nagged him for years to shave."
"He has had the beard for 17 years," said Mary, who thinks
her husband may have "thought that a beard was passe in
looks. Not that he's that concerned with fashion," she added,
"I think it's just out of date."
Is it possible that a clean-shaven face and a pair of
specta.d~s could be a political ploy?
There are those who suspect so, including Associated
Student President Pat Davidson.
"I see three new things," said Davidson, "our pre5:i~ent has
a new face, Russ Hartman has a new budget procedure and the
university has a new planning exercise, EWU 2000."
Davidson said he has suspicions that these things :·.1ay have
been "done at a time to possibly take light away from the
faculty referendum."
The faculty referendum of which Davidson speaks, issued in
June by former faculty organization president Jerry Blanche,
calls for a vote of the faculty on Oct. 21 to decide whether to
request Frederickson' s resignation.
It does not seem too unusual that a man sitting in the
proverbial hot seat, as is Frederickson, should be suspected of
playing politics when he takes on such a radical change of
appearance.

...it seems that there is one missing question
from all this reasoning: Is his (Frederickson 's)
job really in jeopard~?
Who else but Frederickson could arouse suspicion by
shaving and donning a pair of spectacles?
It should never be taken for granted that a man with such a
masterful understanding of the political game does anything
for an innocent reason. However, it seems that there is one
missing question from all this reasoning: is his job really in
jeopardy?
I think not.
A man so endeared by the Board of Trustees could never be
run out of such a powerful position by a few disgruntled
members of the faculty organization, ~lthough I believe the
complaint that they are not getting a fair voice in the
policy-making decisions of this university is valid.
Frederickson has been called "a jewel of a man" by Board
of Trustees Chairwoman Eleanor Chase, and it is true that the
wishes of the administration are almost always carried out by
the board while the voice of the faculty is almost always
disregarded.
Although my heart goes out to the faculty, I think they must
realize that progress is slow and that such a,·tadical act as
attempting to oust a president who is dug into tlie trenches as
deeply as Frederickson, can only be thought of as gallant at
be',t, foolish at worst.
.
!'o gain- the voice they so desire, tt,e new faculty
Jrganization president must learn to play the political game on
Frederickson's level-something that Blanche could never ·
quite grasp.
As for the reasons behind Frederickson's new face, I will
take him at face value. I don't think the man has anything to
fear that would cause him to change his face for political
reasons.
I have never seen the man running scared, and I do not think
he is now.

Frederickson
to resign
by CHRIS LeBLANC
On Oct. 21, Eastern Washington
University's Faculty Organization will decide if it will request
the resignation of university
President H. George Frederickson.
A referendum issued under the
command of former Faculty Orga ni za tion President Jerry
Blanche, following a controver·sial decision of Eastern 's Board
of Trustees to extend the university's athletic participation at the
NCAA Division I level until 1990,
will be carried out by the organization's present leader, Bob
Gibbs.
The decision also prompted a
letter from Ron Dalla, former
chairman of the now disbanded
Temporary University Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics,
expressing his concern over the
board's decision and requesting
that the board rescind that. deci-

Juggler Brent Wengeler, a senior at Eastern, entertained at
Cheney's Friends of the Library Music from the Gazebo celebration Saturday, Sept. 22.

(continued on page 3)

Five·scholars earn Killin awards
.
Three freshmen and two sophomores have been chosen as
recipients of the Orland B. Killin
Academic Scholarships for the
1985-86 year.
Freshmen earning the scholarships are Berenice Czech, Lynnette Murray and Rob Potter.
Czech, a 1985 graduate of Cheney High School, was graduated
first in her class of 225 students
with a 4.0 grade point average.
Murray is from West Valley
High School in Spokane where
she maintained a 3.97 GPA.
Potter is a ~.96 student who was
graduated from Hanford High
School in Richland, Washington.
Continuing the scholarships at
Eastern are Jill Snedden, a nursing major with a 4.0 GPA and
Ray Garcia, a 4.0 math and
computer science major.
The scholarships cover costs of
all tuition and fees for one year
plus a stipend for books. The
scholarship does not cover room

and board and can only be
renewed if the recipient maintains a 3.5 or better grade point
average.
Funding for the scholarships
comes from private contributions
and partial profits from the

LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 11 :00 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.
Mon., Sept. 23

Cream of Chicken Soup, Hamburger/Fries,
Burritos, Deli Bar, White & Pumpkin Bread,
Peanut Butter Cookies

Tues., Sept. 24

Cream of Potato Soup, Ham & Cheese on
Muffin, America Goulash, Deli Bar, White &
Raisin Bread, Ranger· Cookies

Wed., Sept. 25

Minestrone Soup, Chili Burger/Fries, Meat &
Potato Casserole, Deli Bar, White & Cr. Wheat
Bre~d, Sugar Cookies

\

Thurs., Sept. 26

God Foligbtes_
. 1Le1 Him. -f '~

--£ri., Sept. 27

Sat., Sept. 28

.

IIIMPUS SINSHINE FELLOWSHl·P

Sun., Sept. 29

.

.

Fellowship,. Bible Studies, Counseling,
·Study Help, Small "Life" Groups
'

Pastor: BOD & Judy Elfers-235-SOrJ 7

'

Navy Bean Soup, Tacos, Turkey Tetrazzini,
Deli Bar, White & Wheat Bread, Chocolate
Chip Cookies
Boston Clam Chowder, Fishwich, Hamburger/
Potato Chips, Deli Bar, White & Cr. Wheat
Bread, Brown Sugar Cookies

BRUNCH
BRUNCH

Mon., Sept. 30

Minestrone Soup, Chili Mac Casserole, Hamburger/Fries, Deli Bar, White & Raisin Bread,
Butterscotch Chip Cookies

Tues., Oct. 1

Split Pea Soup, .Hot Dogs/Potato Chips, Turkey
Pot Pie, Dell Bar, White & Orange Bread,
Rice Krlspy Squares

Every Tihursday 7 pm PUB-Lounge 2C
-

annual Killin Lobster Feed sponsored by the Eagle Athletic Association.
The scholarship founder is the
·late Orland B. Killin, two-time
faculty president and professor of
lnciustrial Technology ..

Vegetable Beef Soup, BBQ ~urgers/firies, Tuna
Noodle casserole, Dell Bar:, White & Cr. Wheat
· Bread, Ginger Creams
,

/.
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At its June meeting, the Board
of Truste'e s passed a motion
made by Vice Chairwoman Jean
Beschel to extend EWU's participation at the NCAA Division I
level for a five-year period. The
school's participation at that
level during the 1984-85 academic
year saw overexpenditures in
excess of $200,000, and transference of funds from various areas
of the university including the
bookstore, the Spokane Center
and housing and dining services
system to cover the cost overruns.
The location of athletics in the
budget has been changed to
insure against a recurrence of
over!-;pending, said Frederickson.
Russell Hartman, vice president
of Business and Finance, has
insured that the budget will be
watched carefully, but the facul •·
ty senate is upset about it,
according to Gibbs.
Following the decision by the
board, the Faculty Senate, at its
June meeting, disbanded and
broke up its council structure in
what Gibbs called "an act protesting the bo~r'd's action at its
June ·J l\~eting." ·
PresiAent ~lanche later called
the senate 1Daok into council
structure and it is now in its
normal state, said,Gibbs.
Although Frederickson denies
that either himself of the administration as a whole initially made
t''" recommendation to extend

particir,ation at the NCAA Division I level, both Gibbs and Dalla
feel that he at least supported the
. ,· .
_,µea
"I think that it was Dr. Fredericki;;on 's recommendation," said
Dalla, expressing a " gut feeling." "I don't think the board
would have come up with that on
their own. It was so totally
unexpected."
The primary reason behind the
decision, according to both Beschel and Frederickson was to
stabilize the athletic program
and to give the women's program
stability, added Frederickson.
Without the men's program competing at the NCAA Division I
level, the women's program
would be ineligible to compete at
that level, he explained.

Beschel noted that in reaching
their decision the board took into
consideration ' ' all information. ''
The reason that the five year
extension was given is to give the
program time to find if there will
be a high enough, "level of
support," she said. "Is it there or
do we need to reassess this level
<of com petition) . ''
Dalla, however, feels the board
" didn't make an informed decision at all."
In his letter to the board's
Chairwoman Eleanore Chase,
Dalla expresses his concern that
the board completely ignored any
suggestions made by the Temporary University Committee on
Intercollegiate Athletics.
Topping these concerns is that
since Eastern failed to gain ac-

ceptance to the Big Sky Conference, the seven year financial
plan prepared by Hartman will
not realize its projected revenues , such as gate receipts, and
th~t ' a committee of faculty,
students and administrators, as
recommended in the committees
final report, was never formed to
make an in-depth study into the
future of EWU athletics .
"Since a decision had already
been made concerning the state
of athletics for 1985-86, this would

have given the comm ittee all the
time needed to do a comprehensive study ... There was no need
for the board of trustees to act on
athletics for 1986-1990 at this
time," said Dalla .
Asked how seriously the facuJty's Oct. 21 vote will be taken by
Frederickson , Gibbs said it would
depend on the outcome.
"Certainly a 100 percent vote
<in fa vor of requesting the resignation > would be viewed differently than a 51 percent vote.''

_/SWNTANNING BED
•NEW• at
l'JICHAEL'S
301 2nd Street
Cheney , WA
Open Evenings

~

Dave's Auto
½ Mile South From Stoplight on Spangle Road

• Foreign & Domestic Repair
• High Power Engine Repair
• Body & Glass Repair
• New & Used Parts

BILL'S l~VERN

I

I

-WELCOME BACK, STUDENTS-

*Try Bill's Famous Chicken

24 Hour Towing

Happy Hour 5-7 M-Th
405 1st

235-6123, Che,ney

235-4758
-

-

Cheney
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News fuFiefs
GALLUP POLL R P.CORDS
AMERICAN EDUCATION
ATTITUDES

university
Dining services

The poll found 91 percent of
! ,528 Americans this year consid-

ered higher education "very important" or "fairly important.''
Only seven percent said a
college education was "not too
important." Two percent had no
comment.

Wanted: Off-Campus students with an appreciation for fine dinin~ and sensible time
management.
Avoid menu planning, food preparation, and
clean-up (details!) in exchange for a nutritious
variety of foods and social interaction.

I

U. OKLAHOMA F·IRM ON
SOUTH AFRICAN INVEST11
MENTS

OUFoundation officials say
they'll keep investments in politically controversial firms despite
racial unrest in South Africa, and
widespread campus protest at
home.
"We don't invest in companies
to make a political statement, but
for business reasons," says
Foundation Director Ron Burton.

What Meal Plan Choices are available?
The c·ampus ;,1an offers 20 meals a wee'; at the low price of $435 per quart er.
Meal service includes Brakfast/Continental Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner - Monday
through Friday, · ~reakfast/Continental Breakfast, Brunch, and Dinner - Saturday;
and Brunch and Dinni,~-Sunday.
The On The Gt.1 Plan provides 14 meals a week tor on ly $410 per quarter. Meal
service includes any 2 of the meals offered each day - Monday through Sunday.
The Commuter's Plan provides 10 meals a week at a reasonable price of $385 per
quarter. Meal service includes any 2 of the 3 meals served Monday through
Friday.

CHURCH BANS U. OF TEXAS
SOROITIES

Remember, a meal plan may be started at anytime during the quarter with prices
prorated accordingly. We're here to serve you.
Eastern Washington University quarter break period and certain holidays are not
included in any of the meal plans.

University United Methodist
Church Pastor Bob Breihan says
sororities, which refused this
year to sign UT's non-discriminatory pledge, can't hold convocation services at the church.

Additional Benefits?
Monotony breakers are offered periodically to vary the pace of daily dining hall
eating. Look for the traditional Christmas Buffet, Hawaiian Luau, Snack Nights,
and Midnight Breakfasts planned and presented only by University Dining Services.
Need a change in scenery? You may use your meal cards at the Deli and Alleyway
Grille located in the Pence Union Building. Meal card transfers are used to defray
meal costs and are permitted only auring designated hours at these cash
operations.

'WHAT WE GOT HERE IS FAILURE TO COMMUNICATE•

State Representative Barbara
Pringle introduced a bill in the
Ohio legislature requiring state
college and university professors
to be comprehensible in English
to their students when her daugh-

I

f

I

ter complained foreign-born
teactlers at Ohio State and Kent.
State were hard to undentand. ·

For further Information call: 359-2540, or come to the University Dining Services
office at Tawan·ka Commons.

I
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op1n1on
Easterner staff sets goals
fori 1985-86 school year
In President F!J!derickson's State of the University address last week, he
noted that Eastern faces some unique problems because it serves three
differen~ student bodies--the students who live on or near the campus,
commutmg students and students who take some or all of their classes at the
SpoJmne Center.
Trying to serve such a wide range of students also creates problems for a
university newspaper. With so many different interests, it's difficult to keep
all the readers entertained all the time. What 18- and 19-year-old dorm
residents want to read isn't always of interest to the older students who study
in Spokane.
Going into this year, it is the intention of the Easterner staff to serve as
many of these varied interests as possible. To achieve a balance of news
e~itorials,. fe_atures and sports is a goal for any good paper to aim for, but
with the hm1ted staff and funds of a college newspaper, it can be a fairly
tough one to meet.
.
Many times it's too easy to concentrate on the controversial stories and
!orget that, besides being an arena for serious politicking, a college campus
1s a place of many social activities and functions. Even before the school
year began, we were inundated with controversy over the Big Sky pursuit
and the credibility of our president. As those stories develop, they will be
:·zported on, and analyzed on the editorial page. But it is not the intention of
the Easterner to jump on any bandwagons or start any crusades regarding a
particular issue. The Easterner will cover just as closely the lighter news
and interesting personalities on campus.
. First and forem_ost, the ~asterne~ is a student run newspaper. It's purpose
1s not only to provide reading material, but also to serve as a sounding board
for students and staff. For that reason, we encourage any input, from
readers, whether it be in the form of letters to the editor or creative writings.
As the year progresses, the quality of writers on the staff will improve, and
that improvement will be reflected in the quality of the Easterner. The staff
of last year's Easterner put out a national award-winning newspaper. With
the foundation they laid, and with the help of students--and staff, this year's
Easterner has the potential to do the same.

letters
To the Editor:
The Women's Center is frequently asked these
days about its response to EWU's hosting of the
Dallas Cowgirl Cheerleaders. Is theirs a sexist
message? (Do they reflect an attitude which
allows discrimination against women?) Yes, we
say, we think they are . We are delighted that so
many are aware th~t the question should be
raised. And it, in turn, raises the further question
of why such groups are considered sexists.
How do we judge whether a show is sexist? !f
you want a test, turn the sexes in the situation
around and imagine the reversal. Are you
offended? Is it so ridiculous that you laugh? If so
you are dealing with a sexist message. For
example, would the men at this university be
offended if thousands of dollars were devoted to
bringing to campus a male athletic chorus line,
whose primary claim to fame was an appeal to
women through wriggling its most sexually
provacative anatomy? Did you laugh? Were you
embarrassed? What would the implied message
be about men and women? Would this be
Eastern?
The problem here is that, while many women
will find a man sexy just by looking at him, most

women do not see all men as potential sex
experiences. There is, however, a widespread
equation of females with sex in male minds, i.e.
·for many males "female" equals"sex." And sex
objects are not taken seriously by men or
women. If men were primarily sex objects for
women they would lose influence and respect in
their other functions. What could the president
accomplish if most of I is women constituents
could not hear anything he said because they
were imagining him in his skivvies (or less)? But
women are sex objects for many men, and
whenever they are, they lose respect. It demeans
both men and women when blatent and mass
appeal to these male sexual fantasies diminishes ·
the serious influence and importance of wome~
in the society in which they live.
The Dallas Cowgirls are pretty and skilled. But
they do not belong · on a serious and sensitive
univesity campus.
Sincerely,
Lee Swedberg
Chris Jacox
Carol Vines

YEAH, Rr&HT
NOi# 14E'S

~ - yov.ll Dlli)
woRK& 0/11 C.~~pL(~.

~OR If.INC,

6/oseiY wrru
Ttlf AT~LETIC
DEPA P. TNIE:IIIT\

New staff members
welcomed to EWU

PAZN
ZI

....

.The following individuals have been welcomed aboard as new staff
embers at Eastern Washington University.
Dave Bennett, Assistant Professor of Journalism.
Frank Borelli, Vice President of Student Services.
Keo Boreson, Acting Archaeologist.
Clay Breshears, Instructor of Computer Science.
.,
Beth Ann. Carr, Interim Foundation Director.
David Cook, Interim Sports Information Director.
Mark Craze, Instructor in Accounting.
Heather Dewitt, Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy.
Marshall Drummond, Associate Professor of Management Information Systems.
Mark Ellis, Visiting Assistant Professor of Com!)uter Science.
Maxwell Faulkner, Instructor in Management Information Systems.
Nancy Howard, Assist~nt Professor of Physical Therapy; M.S.,
Monmouth, Ore.
Leslie Kelly, University Features Coordinator.
Olivia Keown-Camp, Cooperative Education Coordinator.
James Kertes, Assistant Professor of Radio-Television/Manager
Production Services.
Herbert Mayer, Associate Professor of Management Information
Systems.
Douglas Moran, Lt. Col., Prof~r of Military Science.
Leona Mukai, Administrative Assistant, Extended Programs.
Joan Nealy, Reading Specialist, Instructor, Learning Skills Center.
Nievergelt, Yves, Assistant Professor of Mathem·a tics.
Theophil Otto, Assistant Librarian for Public Services-Librarian

Ill.

.

Pamela Parks, Volleyball Coach.
Loren Pemberton, A~issions Counselor.
Berta Pierce, Instructor of Mathematics.
Kay Poff, Administrative Secretary.
Roger Pugh, Direc~r of Admissions.
Linda Roth, Assistant Professor of Management Information
Systems.
Carlton Sletton, Major, Assistant Professor of Military Science.
Berta Tatt, Cooperative Education Cobrdinator.
Michael Taylor, Director of Basic Skills in Mathematics Program
- and Mathematics Instructor.
J Id Tunbeim, Dean, School of Mathematical Sciences.
Jolin Vickery, 'Student Exchange-Program AdminW,tl'ator.
JUcbard Wald, Aasociate Professor of Management.'
Joyce wemer, catalog Librarian-Librarian 1.
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School of Business

Entrance "requirements hiked
Eastern student majoring in
business will have to meet higher
academic standards for admission to the School of Business
programs this fall announced
Dean Phillip ~eukema.
The new admissions criteria,
applying to students entering the
School of Business during the
1985-86 year, requires undergraduate students to have a 2.75
grade point average or better.
Students who have a GPA between 2.25 and 2.75 may be
accepted into the program, depending on space availability.
For graduate students seeking
admission io the Master of Busine~s Administration program,
the grade standard jumps from
2.75 to 3.0. Additionally, candidates applying to the graduate
school must earn a minimum
score of 500 on the Graduate
Management Admission Test
<GMAT), 50 points more than
was previously required.
The school's new overall graduation requirements call for a
GPA of 2.5 in upper-division
courses.
''These changes are being
made because we're very interested in maintaining and improving both the quality of students
and coursework in the School of

Business," said Beukema.
Noting the new requirements
have been approved by both
facuity and students, Beukema
said he does not anticipate the
tougher standards will cause a
decline in the number of students
seeking admission into the School
of Business.
"The experience has been (at

Eastern's Yearbook is Back!
The 1986 AQUILA
is now on sale
-- . .
at the Cashier's Office in
Showalter #120 or PUB #21.
WRITERS are also needed.
For more info call the A~ulla
office, 359-2517.

11now,
later.

New general university requirement
Catalog to be ready by April 1986
Incoming freshman this fall
are going to find the e"pired
1983-85 general catalog quite useful for the next four years.
Due to a nuinber of problems,
university officials say the new
university general catalog describing courses and requirements will not be available until
April of 1986.
The catalog was supposed to be
ready for this year, outlining new
. courses and requirements for the
next four years.
A delay ·in materials that were
to be printed from academic
departments are the main reason
for the delay, says Steve Christopher, vice. provost for Undergraduate Studies. ·
"A lot of departments wanted
changes in their curriculum, and
the steps required to , change or
add information in the catalQg is
., a long and hard process through a
multi-layer of committees," he
said.
.
Other problems included departments not meeting the deadline last April, and typesetting
problems with the Publications
department.
Director of Publications, Ron
Short, said the catalog will be the
most important project for his
typesetters at the moment.
"We are about half done with
the cat~log right now and hopefully we'll have all of the rest of
the copy in two weeks if all goes
well," Short said.
The university goes off campus
to have the catalog printed.
Short. said the two-week promise, from departments with copy
still out, was verbal only and
anticipated a later date.
Is one person or department to
blame? Christopbersays no, but added
that if deadlines had been met,
this might not have happened.
At present, it has been decided

to keep the current undergraduate catalog for one more year and
make the new one good for 1986
through 1988, according to Duane
Thompson, vice president ·provost for Academic Affairs.
"I don't anticipate any more'
problems with this catalog," he
said, but added that the delay has
left them in a awkward position.
At a faculty breakfast last
Friday, University President H.
George Frederickson said he was

other schools where requirements have been raised) that
there really isn't a dramatic drop
off in students s~king admission," he said. "What frequently
happens is that students who had
been studying for an hour or so a
day now crack the books harder,
become better students and the
School of Business profits by
that."

With a Rainier Bank guaranteed student
loan, your payments don't begin until six months
after graduation. There's a student loan plan
for ever;yone - from freshmen to grad students.
And right now rates are very attractive. So
stop by your financial aid office; then see a
Rainier Personal Banker.

"appaJled" to find out the catalog
would be late and was launching
a full investigation in the matter.
What does this delay mean for
students?
For freshmen · it means that
they must use the current catalog
for the next four years unless
new courses are added · to a
particular department for a major. For everyone else it just
means not being able to find out
specifics of new and updated
courses.
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New parking permits offered to students
It is unlikely that parking problems were part of Henry Ford 's
dreams , but there 's no question
they 're part of today 's reality .
However, even with the more
than 1,500 cars parked on Eastern 's campus on any regular
school day, it is possible to find a
parking spot, according to Phil
Grafious , program manager of
parking services.
''Last year we sold 86 percent
of the parking spaces,' ' Grafious
said. Unsold space was still available at the end of the year.
By dialing 359 and the word
PARK--or just PARK from any
campus telephone--information
regarding parking questions can
be answered, Grafious said. Detailed information in pamphlet
form is also available at Parking
Services, Red Barn on Washington Street behind Lot 18.
The new telephone number is
part of Parking Services efforts
to assist students with parking
problems. "Parking is looking

forward to working with students, " Gra fious said . "We a r e a
se r v ice organization and we
strive to provide maximum safety and convenience within the
confines of the Washington Administrative Code. We've had a
good four or five years and we
hope to continue.''
The two-day warning period is
over and parking tickets are
being issued , usually for no parking permit or for an expired
meter, Grafious said. Fines are
usually $3 if paid within 24 hours,
$6 for up to a week and $9 after
that. Fines may be appealed by
contacting the Red Barn.
Although the most popular lots
are sold out (Lot 1. Showalter;
Lot 15, Bookstore and Lot 16,
PUB) , parking stickers are still
available for most of the other
parking lots. Permit rates are
$21.50 quarterly and $48.50 annually. Reduced rates for Lot 16
( in front of the football field and
across from Dressler Hall) , $16

Where to get cash
without missing

File photo
There are several ways to get two parking tickets. In this case the
driver put an old ticket on the windshield--apparently hoping Parking
Servifes wouldn't issue another one.

per quarter and $36 a year, are
offered to encourage people to
utilize these spaces, Grafious
said. Parking is free in Lot 12
above the football field and in Lot
18 in front of the Red Barn.
Parking Services is also introducing a new " transferable"
parking permit-a see-through
plastic pouch that attaches to the
vehicle 's rear window. Additional
pouches can be purchased for $1

YJJUrdate.

Flowers Say _It Best
Corsages, Balloon Bouquets
Green and Rowering Plants
Fresh Rowers
Fresh Rower Arrangements
Dried and Silk Arrangements

Seafirst has over 130 cash
machines statewide. Now there's
one at our convenient branch in
to~n at 425 1st St. Stop by for
quick cash and other banking
services from our 24-hour
cash machine.

I

• O<

1319 First
Cheney

lOOO's OF BOOKS

SP~IAL ORDERS
~HOOL & OFFICE SUPPLIES
POSTERS & CARDS
COPIES

. \'
Ii

J

-Send Your Thoughts With Our Care

V ANDERFORD'S
PLEASE PRESENT STUDENT 1.0.

Beehive Restaurant & Lounge
- E.W.U. Get Acquainted Specials-

2 Pancakes, 2 Eggs
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1

2.85

2.25

2.95

1.95

Beehive Burger, Dbl Meat & Cheese
p· kl T
IC e, omato & Fries

3.69

3.25

Corn Beef Hash
1 Egg, Toast

3.45

2. 75

3 95

3 25

oeS,

m-11778 Noa.-Frl. 9:38-S:N Sat. • -1 .:M-4:00

Reg Price U Pay Only

Diced Ham, Scrambled .Eggs
Hashbrowns, Toast-Jelly

3 pc. Chicken Dinner
Mashed Potat
So

•s•e SF£01'1D (NEXT TO LIQUOR STORE)

235-4916
838-7886

"w ~ /.

with every .p11rehase yo11 make at

BOOKS AND STATIONERY

•iti>

CHET'S FLOWERS

Exped e.>.:eellence.······
Ch ne~ Bra nch 235-6141

GETYOUR
100/o DISCOUNT::
A~L YEAR LONG::

@l

~~
~--~ -

~SEAFIRST BANlf
·

for additional vehicles which allows the permit to be transferred
from vehicle to vehicle.
"There are several advantages
to the new transferable permit,''
Grafious said. It will eliminate
original permits , and their duplicates, from appearing on campus
at the same time . Parking Services hopes this new permit will
encourage car pooling since one
permit cm, be carried in any

up or

Sal d

a

·

·

C

1.95
1.25
PLAY BLACK JACK FOR FUN - FRI. SAT.
andlor DANCE TO: STANLEY MANLEY SMITH
108 G St., Cheney, WA
hili Dog, Fries

vehicle with a pouch used in the
ca r pool.
The new permit will eliminate
the clutter of old permits on the
bac k window and , according to
Parking Services , people with
transferable permits are more
likely to lock their vehicles. to
prevent theft of the permit. Administrative costs for operating
the new permit system will be
reduced.
Stolen or lost permits should be
immediately reported to Parking
Services , Grafious said . The
parking permits are the properly
of Eastern Washington University and are for the use of the
purchaser or anyone designated
by the purchaser .. Unauthorized
use of a permit is punishable
under Washington State Law or
will be reported to the EWU
Disciplinary Officer.
Guests or visitors to Eastern 's
campus may use the parking
meters or obtain a special permit
from the Red Barn.
Motorcycle riders are advised
by Parking Services to get a map
of the restrictions and motorcycle parking areas in the Red
Barn.

Bunnies are
not welcome
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
( CPS>--Offi cials at Cal State-San
Bernardino have considered
everything from installing electronic .noise devices to spraying
the grounds with hot sauce to
drive away hordes of wild rabbits
that are devouring campus
greenery.
. "Nobody has anything against
them , but they do hop all over
campus and chew up the vegetation," explains Robert Lohnes ,
San Bernardino's assistant director of plant operations .
"It's impossible to come onto
campus and not notice them
running aroun&,:' he says . " They
co-mingle with · students, they
drink out of the campus water
(hoses ), and they love to uproot
our grass ."
Indeed , " this is a very dry , arid
region of the state ," says Jerry
Rosen , spokesman for the San
Bernardino Humane Society ,
" and the lush , green campus is
probably very attractive to the
rabbits ."
Urban sprawl has driven the
hares out of their natural grasslands and forced them to feed off
of local lawns and gardens, including the spacious San Bernardino campus, Rosen says.
The same rural development
has pushed out much of the other
wildlife that once preyed on the
rabbits, causing the tremendous
increase in the bunny population,
adds Lohnes.
"Coyotes used to keep the
number of rabbits down," he
says, "but the area has built up so
much that the predators have
left, and the rabbits have it all to
themselves. And they do proliferate you know."
Campus officials have been
searching for a way to get the
rabbits off campus without hurfing them or interfering with the
local ecosystem, Lohnes says.
"But so far, every option has
either been flaUy denounced by
environmentalists or too expen-

sive,orbotb."
At one time officials even considered dousing the campus
greenery with hot sauce to make
.~~lllillllll■-lllillllll!~~---'!llllll"-~~--11!1111--11111111_..._,,,l!'llllii_,,lllllllllllllill,.-....;•! .. it distasteful t.n thP 11Ahbits.
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Asbestos
contfnued from page 1
to perform the required work,
according to University Architect
Richard Clark.
"The L and I (Department l '
Labor and Industry) this past
summer has required certification of all asbestos <workmen),"
said Clark. "After July of '85,
no-one was certified to do the
work until they could finish the
certification classes."
The university sent one of its
employees, Don Hogeboom, to
certification classes and considered the possibility of handling
the spot abatement on its own. It
was decided, after consultation~
with the newly-certified Hogeboom, that Eastern did not have
the "in-house" capabilities to
correct the problem due to lack of
proper equipment, and is therefore in the process of finding a
private contractor to perform the
work, said Clark. It will be
completed by the deadline, he
added.
When the DLI was on campus,
a "wall-to-wall survey of all the
rooms" was not conducted, said
Deutsch, and it is not known if the
asbestos is hazardous. "It is only
hazardous if it is deteriorating
<friable). As long as it is just
sitting there it i~ not hazardous,"
There are basically two alternatives to containing the asbestos
threat on campus. One is to
remove it entirely and the other
is to incapsulate it , said Deutsch.
- Incapsulation of asbestos requires a spray that .c oats the
sut;>stance and keeps it from
breaking into dust particals and
becoming hazardous : The other
alternative, to remove the sub-

··························· ······· ··············· ····· ··········· ·· ··· ··· ··· ········· ···

stance, is what Deutsch calls the
"prefferred solution."
"The incapsulation may deteriorate in 10 years or the rules
(concerning asbestos) may
change," said Deutsch. "You
never know, maybe 10 years
down the road everyone who
knows about the asbestos may be
gone <from the university) and a
workman may cut into a wall not
knowing that it's asbestos."
The · only rules applying to
asbestos inspection requirements
since its being highly publicized

as a health hazard in the mid
1970's apply to elementary and
junior and senior high schools,
said Deutsch. Reid school was
"somehow bypassed," possibly
because it is not a regular district
school.
All Cheney schools were surveyed and brought up to standards by the June 1983 deadline
except Reid school, according to
Gale Marrs, Cheney public
schools superintendent. Reid
school is the responsibility of the
university, he said.

CHENEY MEDICAL

LAKE CABLE
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entertainment
season
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Radio station K-89 makes
plans to boost wattage
by CHRIS LeBLANC
K-89's plan to boost its output
power to 58,000 watts has been
delayed, however, Eastern's student radio station plans to present some "new and interesting
things" to listeners, according to
Amy Bell, station manager.
The station filed a petition with
the Federal Communications
Commission asking the agency
not to act on its original request
to build a transmitter antenna on
top of Dressler Hall. The reason
for the petition, according to
Radio Television Department
Chairman Marvin Smith, is that
an "intolerable amount of interference with the channel six
(television) station" would occur
should the antenna be located
atop dressier hall.
Due to the proximity of the
channel six frequency to the
non-commercial radio frequency
that Eastern's boosted radio station (KEWC) will operate on, it is
projected that the station would
affect the channel six reception of
10,053 people should the antenna
be located at the Dressler Hall
site. Smith has proposed a new
site for the. aP._tenna; atop Krell
Hill in Spokane. With the antenna
at this location, it is projected
that the station would only affect
91 people, said Smith.
The request to build the antenna on the KreU Hill site; was filed
with the FCC on F~i«;i~Y, ~pt. 20:

It will take 120-180 days for the
station to find if the request has
been approved. If it is, construction of the antenna will begin
around March or April, "depending on when the ground thaws, "
said Smith. The new station,
KEWC, will go on the air in
September of 1986 if all goes well.
As for this year, K-89 will
broadcast with its usual 10 watts
and hopes to present its listeners
with some new programming
such as specialty shows and
24-hour broadcasting.
The station will broadcast from
noon until midnight, seven days a
week, with student announcers.
The remaining twelve hours will
be broadcast through an automated jazz format from the
Christian Broadcast Network.
"It's not a Christian format,"
said Bell. "It's just cne service
thatis offered by CBN."
Specialty shows may include a
dedication night and a show
highlighting the sounds of the
big-band era, among other
things. "It depends on what the
students want," said Bell.
Bell also noted that the popular
student television show Live
Time will not air fall quarter but
may start winter quarter. "It
takes time to train the students to
operate the equipment," said
Bell. "If the students want to run
the show this year it would
probably start in the winter.''

Students:

GOKAYPRO!

Comp/et~ Word Processing Systems From Kaypro
Write everything. from a book report to a master's thesis, with a go-getter from Kaypro's line of quality
computers. Kaypro makes it easy to organize ndtes. construct outlines. write multiple drafts. edit. and polish
- all in half the time.
Consider the Kaypro I Word Processing System. above. You get abusiness computer with dual disk drives,
a dot matrix printer. connecting cable, professional word processing software (including Wor"dStar!j, and
documentation that makes everything easy to learn.
Kaypro's complete line of computer systems start as
low as
Ask for a demonstration today.

599 5.

TrN11111rti1: Wardm. MkroPro lnttrnatlon11

CORPORATION

Innovators of Elearonic Produas for Over 32 Years

KOMPUTER KORNER

Club PUB Night scheduled
The Rock in' Razorbacks, a
rock 'n' roll/rockabilly band, will
perform at the first of six Club
PUB nights in the PUB Multipurpose building Friday evening,
Sept. 27.
.
The idea of Club PUB is to offer
a nightclub atmosphere on campus for students under 21 years of
age. Each Club PUB evening will
feature a movie beginning at 8
p.m., followed by dancing to live
band music. There will be a
non-alcoholic bar with service
from bartenders to waitresses.
The Rockin' Razorbacks will

N. 2001 MONROE
SPOKANE, WA 99205
(509) 326-7253

perform at 9:30, following the
showing of "Metropolis", a
science fiction movie featuring
the music of Pat Bena tar, Adam
Ant and Billy Squier.
Cover charge for Club PUB is
$2 but people arriving before the
band plays will be admitted for
half price.
Other bands performing at
Club PUB this quarter will be
Black Rose, The Crazy Eights
and Room Nine . Scheduled
movies include cult favorites
such as "Eraserhead" and "Eating Raul .''

Black students host tea
The Black Student Union (BS
U), will host its annµal "Welcome
Tea" September 29, at 3:00 p.m.
The "Tea" will be held on the
second floor of Monroe Hall. The
annual event is an opportunity for
incoming Black ·students to meet
the staff and faculty of the Black
Education Program (BEP), and
other Black students at Eastern.
The BSU is a student organization that strives to facilitate a

cultural exchange between the
Black and the White students at
Eastern. The organization, with
the support of BEP, sponsors a
number of academic and sociocultural activities throughout the
school year. Black students are
encouraged to take advantage of
opportu_n ities to interrelate with
those of familiar backgrounds
and culture and to become an
active part of campus life.

STARI YOUR EDUCATION-IN

TODAY'S ARMY.AND GET UPTO $25,200
TO CONJINUE ll-lN COLLEGE.
Do it with The New GI Bill Plus The New Army College Fund.
As a soldier, you contribute $100 ·a month from your first full 12
months' paychecks (for a total of $1,200). The government and the Army
contribute the rest (up to $9,600 from the government and up to $14,400
from the Army).
You'll get more than college money from the Army. You'll learn a skill.
Maybe one of the Army's many high-tech skills. Perhaps something you
could pursue in college: communicatio_ns, or engineering, for example.
Your Army education can teach you a·lot. And put you a whole lot
closer to college. Talk to your local Army Recruiter for more information.

SSG Truitt 456~3797
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Cheerleading and profits mix at Eastern
by CHAD M. HUTSON
With white high-heeled boots,
cowboy hats and pompons that
everyone knows, 32 ladies will
perform at the Eagles football
game in Joe Albi Stadium Saturday
The Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders are scheduled to do a halftime show when Eastern meets
Northern Arizona and, according
to officials in the athletic department, this could be very prqfitable for the athletes.
Arriving Friday afternoon, the
cheerleaders will entertain that
evening at Cavanaugh 's Inn at
the Park .
Ticket sales for the event will
go to athletic scholarships for
Eastern , according to Ron Raver , athletic director .
" This whole thing is not costing
Eastern a thing ," said Raver .
The cheerleaders are performing for free , but are charging for
travelling expenses.
" We are not even being
charged for the tr.a veiling," he
said .
Through a clever marketing
tactic, Eastern managed to obtain four sponsors who will pay
for the travel expenses for the
Cowgirls.
Raver added he expects attendance at the game to be up
considerably because of the
Dallas Cheerleaders scheduled
appearance.
This idea isn't new.
" The cheerleaders were supposed to be here last year but at
the last moment the NFL
changed the schedules and the
Cowboys had a home game that
weekend and the cheerleaders
had to cancel ," Raver said.
"They· are making it up to us
this year," he added.
Raver said this is all part of a
marketing package that Eastern
has been planning to attract more
people to the games.

Other choices for attractions
were fireworks, bands and the
San Diego Chicken.
"The chicken was more expensive than the cheerleaders because he was going to charge us,''
Raver said.
The decision to bring the cheerleaders to Eastern was Raver 's .
It all sounds good and dandy ,
but the athletic . department has
met with some opposition to this.
The Women's Center has sent
letters to heads of departments
criticizing Raver and his assistants for using a "sexist message"
to bring in fans .
One line in the letter reads
" Imagine the reversal, would
men at this university be offended if thousands of dollars were
devoted to bringing to campus a
male athletic chorus line, whose
primary claim to fame was an
appeal to women through wriggling its most sexually provocati ve anatomy? "
''They are a special interest
group with a special interest, I
guess everyone is entitled to an
opinion ," Raver said about the
letter.

N

Where to get cash
without missing

Raver said that it did bother
him that the letter referred to the
money issue.
" I don 't think _they actually
know where the money is coming
from in this situation, ' ' he said.

the
previews.
tJI ,.
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235-2850

St. Cheney, Wa. '19 00 '-I

I
----------------------------------·
CREDITGEITER, BOX 291584, DA VIE, FL 33329 I

Now you can have two ol the DIO$I recognized and accepted 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
credit cards in the world... Vi.sa and Ma~terc·a rd credit I
I
cards... "in your name .. EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or I
• J want VISA/Mastercard credit
HAVEBE£NTURN£DDOWNBEFORE!
'
cards . Enclosed find $'1
which is 10096
VISA and Mastercard the I
I
credit cards you deserve and need /or-ID-BOOKS I
re/ u n dab Je j / n o t a pp r o v e d i ID m e d j a t e 1y
I

YES I

s·

-DEPARTMENT.STORES-romoN-ENTERTAINMENT
-EMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTS
- -HOTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS-REPAIRS
-AND 10BUILD YOUR CREDF! RATING!
11us is the credit card information kit,students have
been reading about m publications Jroirrcoast lo
coast and indudes SPECJAL STUDENT APPUCATJONS
lot Mastercard & Visa as weJJ a.s other national
charge can:/s. Approval abscuutely guaranteed so

I N.' "ME

I

I

.l'1

•

1
I ADDRESS
I
------------------.
I CIT y_______ s TA TE_____ zIp____ •
I PHO N E _______ s O C. SE c _______ ,
I SIGNATURE
I

I
I
MAIL THIB NO•RIBK COUPON TODAY V
I

Nole: ....,.,c.,CI Ii a •■g,•t■recl u~m•n. ol Mu1■rCerC1

lnr••n■uon■• Inc;.

I
I
I

___..____________________________________________________ ~---YIM• a 19g111•reo uaoem■ni or VISA u .S A. tnc . ana VISA ln1•ma11onat S.n,,c;e• Aa■ociation
Tne IDOv• 1e1erra• agen• IS not an,roarec with MasrerCara 1n1erna11ona1. lnC or VISA U .S A Inc;

J
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Receiver Steve ,Largent catches pass during practice. Largent
is very close to· the record for
passe.s caught in the most consecutiv~ games. 'Fhe cUFrent record
is 127. Largent has 110 consecutive games.

Dave KI,ieg, Leader of, the Hawks

,..

-Teammates go at it during

practice but aftef the play they
help -and enCOUl'age- e,atll other.
Seatiawk coach €buck Knox demands liigh team spirit and
comradery from his players ..

Scpt cmhcr 26, 1985
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Story by Jeff Wark
Photos by Chad M. Hutson

The National Football League Seattle Seahawks completed their

_..,~,.-- ti*MfiiM,

tenth and possibJy1Jast ·summer training, camp in Cheney . .With new
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training facilities currently under construction iri conveniently located
l\irkland, Wash., it's Jess than a 50-50 chance that the Hawks
will ever trample the summer grass of Cheney's football fields again.
If such is the case, summers in Cheney will never be the same.
However , Seattle is bound by contract to return to Cheney in 1986.
Seahawk President and General Manager Mike McCormack, who
believes his players should honor their contracts , will hopefully do the
same .
Whatever happens , memories are forever and here are a few from
an optimistic squad that has its sig_h ts set on Super Bowl XX.

•

i!

Curt Warner
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New military director is back at home
by CHAD M. HUTSON
His stern walk celebrates his
command and salutes and "Hello
sirs'' echo down the hallway as he
walks from his office.
Lt. Col. Doug Morgan is back
home at Eastern.
Morgan is the new director of
ROTC at Eastern this fall after
having been away from the campus for more than 20 years.
A former biology major at
·Eastern, Morgan entered· the
ROTC program here during his
first two years of school as part of
a mandatory 2-year program that
all freshman and sophomores
had to take.
The Colonel admits. that if it
weren't for the mandatory program ,he probably wouldn't have
pursued a military career.
Instead, he says he would have
· finished pre-med at Eastern and
gone on to school elsewhere.
"One thing that changed my
mind about the military was the
discipltne it taught me, I really
love the discipline you get fromthe military,'' he said.
After leaving Eastern, MoFgan
was stationed overseas in places
like Germany, ; Viet Nam and
Korea.

•
He said his boundaries before
the army didn't go past Alberta to
the north, Montana to the east
. and Oregon-to the soutl}.
Laughing, he says that he
didn't .go many places until he
joined the Army, and Morgan
says now travel is all part of the
program. Refl~ting back, Morgan talked of the differences
between ROTC when h~. was in it

Lt." Col. Morgan, new ROTC director

CompataMatclJ
INTRODUCTION ·sERVlCE
It's Easy! It's Fun! ·

and ROTC now.
and tanned bodies to snow and ski
"It was mandatory back then,
parkas during a Cheney winter
its not now, that is probably the
was a hard one he said.
biggest difference, but also the
class structure for the military
"I was .downtown looking for
science student is different now,
presto-logs already," he said,
it is more flexible to cater to the
"JY.}-oplf thought I was nuts, but
students needs."
it's getting cold.''
The 42-year-old Colonel said the
goals of ROTC have stayed the
Not cold enough for the Colonel
same, "to select, train and motitQ venture out and meet with
vate the future leaders of the · teachers to discuss possible new
country."
programs and to meet with old .
His personal goals are more lofriends .
cal.
"Coach Zornes has been one of
"I want to bring to the attention
my visits, he was graduated as
of the faculty and students what
_
military science is all about." He · number-one cadet in '67."
Morgan's wife is also a product
continued, 11 attracting 'students
of Eastern who graduated the
who-may or may not like ROTC,
same year as Morgan.
but have at least tried it."
Holding degrees in military
and academic fields, Morgan's
emphasis is artillary.
"You get good at something
and you should stick with it," he
"I really love the cmcipline
said.
you get from the mitary."

Morgan said the task will be
hard but worth it, and added that
he would like to see more women
in the program.
A little luck and good timing
brought Morgan to Eastern this
year.
From his last station in Hawaii
he appliep for a -jo~ opening at
Washington State University. but
when he found out about the
opening here he jumped on the
oppottunity to•come back to his
old school.
"I was real lucky and had g~
timing with my leave from Hawaii."
The transition from palm trees

Send name and address to:

Call our 24-hour
·answering machine

· _
448 3000

OR '

.

CompataMatch
.
E. 3003 29th
Spo.k"ne,.WA.99223

THE SMART WAY TO MEET

OWl PHARMACY

E. W.l:J. INTRAMURAL

.

B.OWllNG! .

I

(Starts the week of Oct. 7th)

3 League €hoices this ·Quarter:

• Hallmark cards (l·arge selection)
• Full line cosmetics (cosmetician on
. staff)

.

• Film and f.ilm processing
• Pharmacy services (10% student
discount)

• Gift items, stuffed animals
• -Cluality copier _
i n store
235-8441
120 F St
9-8 Mon-Sat

Mon. 9:15 p.m. · Tues. 9:15 p.m. - lhurs. 9:15 p.m.
4 on a Team - Can be any com bi nation
of girls and/or guys.
Bowl 8 weeks - $3. 75 per week per person
• Lots of trophies awarded, plus championship
T-shirts

- Call 235-6278 to enter ·your team or to be
placed on a team

ROTC tests
for AIDS
Washington, D.C .', <CPS)-Sophomores planning to enter
advanced ROTC programs are
likely to be ..the first group of
college students to face the mandatory AIDS_,- tests announced
recenOy by Defense Department
officials.
The military's decision to require all recruits, academy and
advanced ROTC students to be
tested for exposure to the virus
that can lead to AIDS--acq~ired
. immune deficiency syndr~me-is being denounced by· gay advocacy organizations as an unnecessary step that establishes a
potentially dangerous precedent.
But those critics say whatever
the justification for those tests for
military recruits, ttiere is even
less justi£icatfon for testing
ROl'C students.
"There's no logic behind that at
all,,. says Jeff Levi of the National Gay Task Force.
"T,hese people are not on active
duty. They're just college students."

Dr. William Mayer, assistant
secretary of defense for medical
affairs, characterizes the testing
decision as "a simple, prudent
medical step to take.''

(Downtown Cheney)

ADD~.D FEATURE THIS SEASON!
BRUNSWICK AS-8€l AUTOMATIC sco·RERS
- NO MORE PENCIL PUSHING!

Contemporaiy; .

Chrlstl•a n
Worship

_,,,._,,,_"'-"-"--~

OUR "THl:JNDER ROOM" HAS BEER,✓- WINE
AND SNACKS

~~". -"'-

Sundaysat .

--

OUR GAME ROOM FEATURES: POOL TABLES,
. VIDEOS AND Fl.:IPPERS

Emmanuel Lutbesan
6hureh

6a9 Elm S-t.
·Fellowship, Coffee·&
Donuts at 11 :00
Worship at 11 :30
Bible·Study Thursdays .1,:08
Everyone W·elc:oh'.'el

-

... -

- - - -

-~~MU~~S ·
FRI. NITE ROCK & ROLL: BOWLING at 9

p.m. every ·

Friday. Good music and lots of prizes! Open to
everybody.~ Jackpots each Friday.
.•

- - - - - - CHENEY BOM

A:nL~n~~..-

.-

Under the program, the 25,000
recruits the military signs up
each month. the 30,000 to, 50,000
college students who enter junior- ·
level ROTC programs ·and the
5,000 students who enter the
military academies each year
will be tested.
Recruit. will take the test as of
, 6ct. 1, while college sophomores
· applying for advanced ,ROTC
programs will be required to take
the test when ·they get their
physi~al examinations, normally
during the summer before their
juniory~r.
Applicants who test positive on
two tests will be denied admis-

sion.
The mandatory testing ~
·gram-announced Aug. 30-is the
fint of lta kind in either govern-

ment or industry.
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ASEWU makes plans ior·upc·oming year
by GREG GERSON
The start of a new school year
is the right time for student
leaders to dream of bright beginnings while assessing the tough
challenges that lie ahead.
Completing the PUB 's expansion/ r~nova tion project, final
drafting and passage of a sexual
harassment bill, and rehashing
the summer events were part of
an interview held in the ASEW
offices on Sept. 19.
The student body is no longer
collecting money for the PUB
expansion/renovation project,
said ASEW President Pat Davidson.
The kitchen work has been
completed, and plans are in
effect to add permanent seating
to the balconies and patio along
with other amenities to the multipurpose room, he added.
· In addition, Showalter theater
had a new movie projector and
screen installed recently, and ar(i
looking at repairing seating and
window shades. "Some of those
shades are getting pretty ratty,"
said Dav'idson.
Councilwoman )3.K. Stewart
was on hand and exp1·cssed interest in 'organizing dances and
arranging for guest speakers.
But her main interest is the
writing and passage of a sexual
harassment bill.
·
"We started with nothing, 11
Stewart said.
The sexual harassment com-'
mittee contacted many schools
for information before writing a
policy that will provide for the
guidelines necessary to cover all
• situations, she said.
Hopefully, the final draft will

STUMPED?

be completed by the end of the
quarter, and then it has to go
through · the academic senate
council structure before it's apprdved, said Stewart.
"This bill is way overdue," she
said.
During the summer, the EWU
Faculty Senate was angered over
Eastern President George Frederickson 's support of the board of
trustees' decision to continue
supporting the athletic budget at
Division I status through 1990.
. This action,, combined with
past disputes, leads the f acuity
senate to hold a vote in October
on a referendum concerning Dr.
Frederickson 1s leadership.
The facuity referendum has the
potential for creating an interesting situation, said Davidson. If
the vote is near 50-50, then the
board of trustees will probably
support F'rederickson . "But if it's
negative, who knows?", he said .

Each full-time student equivalent contributes approximately
$20 per quarter to support athletics. Davidson would like to see a
yearly review attached to this
money, because students have
other interests here "rather than
being spectators at a game. 11
Also, the athletic department
asked the ASEW to contribute
$5,000 to bring the Dallas Cowboy
Cheerleaders to a football game.
But we declined to contribute,
Davidson said.
Stewart added, "I would like to
get a final fix on this athletic
thing."
In other action, Davidson and
other council members have established an office at the Eastern
Washington Spokane Center
<formally the Higher Education
Center).
"Now the Spokane studentS'
have an outlet for any concerns
and a chance to participate in

student government," said Davidson.
Davidson plans to hold office
hours from 6-8:30p.m. on Tues-

"The Prodigal" shows Saturday
A movie entitled "The Prodigal" will be shown at the EWU
Music Hall, Saturday, September
~8at 7 p.m.
Filmed in Seattle and Spokane,
the movie looks at why people run

EDUCATION

Greetings!

.. .and a warm welcome to Cheney and Eastern Washington Un,vers,ty. You are
beg1nn1ng a new adventure in h1~he , education . and 1t Is a pleasure for me to
welcome you on behalf of United Ministries and our supporting churches here 1n
town.
1
United Ministries 1s the campus ministry e,cpress1on of a number of denom,nat,o ns.
The American Bapt ist Convcnloon. Christian Church (D•sc1ples of Christi. Epi scopal
Church. Presbyterian Church. U.S.A .. United Church of Christ. Un ited Methodist
Churct,. These denominations and local churches provide support of staff , program
and building in a cooperative ef fort to meet the needs of the university community
Our charge In doing ihls mIn1stry Is expressed in our preamble and purpose.
--we affirm that Jesus Christ 1s Lord and that through Him the church Is
One. We comm,t ourselves to become an e,cpressI0n of that unity .. In th e
name of Jesus Christ we hereby create an agency to act on behalf of the
Church as an enabler of Christian ministry in h1gh_er educat ion. (We) Join
with (EWUJ to further the liberating process of education for the indiv1dua!
and the community: to enrich the educational ctfort.. .by providing oppor11
tunities to discover and implement a Christ:an mode 0f faith ar.d life: to serve
as a catalyst for contemporary ideas and groups In the community: to offer
pastoral care to students. faculty . and staff: to link students with the ir local
'
churches and the Ch·Jrch-at -large: to serve as agen ts of communicat ion and
reconc111at1on amid Hie conflicting ·concerns arising among human beings: to
I
promote ecumenical understand ing and cooperat ion: to further the mission of
I
the Church with and to higher education: ·
One of the first things you will discover Is that the university 1s a large. busy and
diverse place and ifs easy for the 1hd1v1dual person to get lost 1n the crowd. 11 1s not
unusual · to feel lonely. experience depression. become i solated and be subjected to
greater stress in the more compet i tive academic environment. Socially. competition is
also keen. and pressures for sexual and drug experimentation are very heavy. Too
often. people are pressured to do what they are not ready to do. and the consequences can have far-reaching and disastrous effects.
You will also encounter a number of rel igious groups: many wi ll be ident ifiable 6y
your hometown denominational names and are accountable to those churches. Some
will be open as to who they are. others will not . It i s important for you to make
distinctions and become sensitive to your own needs and the needs and purposes of
the different campus ministries.
Important for you 1n all these areas of personal stress and decision-maki ng i s
establishing relationsh ips with people you can trust.
The United Ministry and our !:.upporting churches provide many opportuni ties
for pastoral care. spiritual growth . fellowship and service. Each ,s a sensi tive. caring.
creative community which stands ready to support your growth as a whole person
and 1s desirous that your collegiate experience be a fruitful and pos itive e,cperience.
The following information will help orient you to our campus ministry resources in
Cheney. I hope you will take the opportunity to introduce yourself to usi
PAX.
JIM MOORE MUSIC CONCERT
Ed

THIS IS YOUR PERSONAL INVITATION TO VISIT OUR STUDIO
FOR THE -LATEST IN CONTEMPORARY TO PROGRESSIVE
HAIRCUTTING. WE WILL SOON BE OFFERING AEROBIC FITNESS CLASSES. SIGN-UP WILL BEGIN THE WEEK OF OCTOBER
1ST. ALONG WITH •THESE SERVICES WE OFFER NUTRITIONAL
GUIDANCE -AS WELL AS RELAXATION' IN OUR NEW SPA.

Jon Gravbrot
Proprietor
112 College St.
Cheney, WA 235-5169

ABOUY. WHERE TO EAT???????:?.?

Monday, Sept. 30, Patterson Quad, 12 Noon
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES

Consider T AWANKA ... CONVENIENCE and VARIETY ... for a very
r~asonable price.

Meeting weekly throughout the school year. the fel lowship gives wi!ness and
service to those who part icipate in or enfoy sport s.

FELLOWSHIP LUNCH -Wed ., 11 :30-1 :30

By purchasing a · 10 punch Breakfast/Lunch ticket ($25.00)
Breakfast or Lunch costs you only $2.50. Regular cash price
is $3.00.

Beginning in October. sou;:, or salads free of charge are provi ded by our local
churches. The friends you wil l meet and m~ke are. however. pri celess !

On a ·1O punch Dinner Ticket ($40.00), you can save $.50 over
the regular cash price of $4.50.

UNITED METHODISTS ON CAMPUS

PEER HELPERS PROGRAM
Do you find yourself want ing to help friends and peers through their situations?
Th is training program. an ' outgrowth of Natural Helpers will provide opportunities
for increasing your skills as a caring person.

This group meets at the -K-House weekl y to organi ze discussions. act 1v1t ies and
servi ce projects. -Last year the group sponsored pi zza parties. movie ni ghts. retreats
and dances.

CHRISTIANITY AND CONTEMPORARY LIFE (as announced)

MEAL HOURS

Thi s ser ies brings speakers to the campus to discuss and debate issues releva nt
to the church and .wider community.

COMMUNITAS: FOCUS ON CENTRAL AMERICA, Nov. 12-14

Monday-Friday
Hot Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Student and faculty visitors to Central America and former missionaries wi ll
speak on campus and addi tl onal programs in Spokane will he1ghlen awareness ol
the problems and potential of th is region of our world.

7:00AM-9: 1SAM
11 :00AM-1 :30PM
4:30PM-6:30PM

HUNGER AWARENESS WEEK/PEANUTBUTTER DRIVE, Nov. 18-22
A week -long· emphasis on world and local hunger wi th a variety of speakers and
films . In conjunction with many other groups. a drive to collect peanutbutter for
local food banks and money for world relief.
Christian Church
524 5th

· Weekends

235-4148
Pastor John Myers

Continental Breakfast
(Saturday ONLY)
Brunch
Dinner

St. Paul's Episcopal Church
7th and C

8:00AM-9:00AM
10:30AM-1 :00PM
4:00PM-6:00PM

.

I

I '

I
I

Bring a guest! Punch ti.ckets are tr,ansfer:able and do not expire at
the end of any one quarter.

To purchase your, punch . ticke~s, go to the Cashier's Office in
•Showalter Hall.

f

Pastoral Epistle

olleaJtl,, & Be<u4/'I

•••

away t·rom relationships with
family, friends and God, said
Pastor Bob Elfers of the Kam pus
Sonshine Ministries .
The movie is sponsored by the
Kampus Sonshine Ministries, and
admission is $1.

United
Minist·, ;es

((fair

Please inquire for_
appointments, c!ass
hours and schedules

days at the Spokane center this
fall. Efforts are underway to hold
student council meetings at least
once a quarter at the cent~r.

(o/

235-6150
The Rev. Caryl Marsh

United Church of Christ
423 N. 6th
235-4193
The Rev. Larry Winters
United Methodist Church
4th and G
235-4600
The Rev. Kevin Dow

K-BOUSE
· N. 9TB AND
ELM
CHENEY, WA 99004
(509) 235-2500
235-2732
THE REV. EDWARD T. CHURCH
CAMPUS MINISTER
~

;f

,·;1111,,u., mi11i.,1r_, .. r.. .

AMERICAN BAPTIST CONVENTION
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHUitCH, U.S.A.
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

11

I

__ ____________

...:..::,:::..:.,:~.:.:,:_~_...;,_..:.:..:..
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Activities planned for working week
by GREG GERSON
Students work part-time for
many reasons: to gain ex~rience, test career paths or to earn
enough money to continue their
education.
A "Let Students 'Work' For
You'' workshop seminar in conjunction with the National Student Employment Week Oct. 7-11
is designed to raise local employer's awareness to the values and
benefits available when they hire
local collegiates.
" A student working while at- .
tending school has the initiative
and self-discipline that employers are looking for,'' said Gloria
Grant, Eastern Washington University student employment
manager.
The National Student Employment Week's purpose is to show
local businesses the opportunities
and rewards available to them by
- using college employment services.
Eastern Washington University, Gonzaga University, Whitworth College, Spokane Community College and Spokane
Falls Community College have
created the Spokane Area Student Employment Consortium
(SASEC ) to increase local stu-

1orn'S

dent employment opportunities.
Division, Chevron Chemical
" Approximately 5,000 applicaCompany .
There will be a $7 fee charged
tions have been mailed out to
area businesses to inform future
for the no-host luncheon, said
employers about our services,"
Grant.
More information is available
said Grant.
and reservations will be accepted
When a business returns a job
by contacting EWU Student Emlist request, that information will
be shared with the five instituployment Services in Showalter
310
or call 458-6365 (Spokane),
tions so the employer will have a
359-2224 (Cheney) or 6365 (camwide selection of student applipus) prior to Sept. Tl.
cants, she said.
"We've had an enthusiastic response to the consortium from
the Spokane Area Chamber of
Commerce, local businesses, the
Crescent Department Store and
the Ridpath Hotel ,' ' said Grant.
The Crescent is donating five
briefcases worth -$200 to be raffled off at each institution. The
winners will be guests at the
The EWU Rugby club will have
seminar and lunch.
an open practice for all students
To further maximize student
interested in the sport. This is the
employment opportunities, the · third year EWU ruggers will
SASEC and the Spokane Area
participate in English-rules footChamber of Commerce are coball .
sponsoring the "Let Students
The first practice will be held
'Work' For You" a free seminar
behind JFK Library at 4 p.m .
being held from 9:30 a.m. to I
Monday, Sept. 30.
p.m. , Oct. 8, at the Ridpath Hotel.
Anyone who cannot attend the
The seminar will be followed by
practice, but wishes to play can
a no-host lunch featuring keynote
contact team captain Tom Haldispeaker Daniel' P. Hogan, Jr. ,
man at 235-821.> for more invice president and general manformation.
ager of Ortho Consumer Products

Ruggers to
meet next
Monday

PUB gets new
''McDonalds-like'' look
by CHAD M. HUTSON
A new look and new food will be
one of the highlights of the
current PUB expansion going on.
The Alleyway Grille has taken
on a McDonalds-like look since
renovation started last July. The
oak and brass fixtures that decorate the Grille, along with expansions in the kitchen, a new
menu and new equipment cost
over $200,000 according to Carroll
Devin, PUB dining services manager.
That cost is far below expected
costs that were above $300,000 for
the project as of last June.
There will no longer be any

self-serve items in the Grille and
a larger menu is expected to be in
use by the end of next week, she
said.
"Other improvements include
more registers,...fo order from,
now there are six, we will also
offer more different foods," said
Devin .
Money for the expansion came
from funds collected through residence hall increases over the
last three years.
Devin said that there will be
increases in food prices but not
all items will be raised in price.
"Our prices will be competitive, but they will not be as high
as the downtown <Spokane) center, " Devin said.

Racquet club to meet
There will be an organizational
meeting of the Racquetball Club
at 6 p.m., Oct.I, in front of the
glass courts in the Phase.
.
The Racquetball club provides
competition for men and women
of all ages and levels of play. The

club plays area teams three to
four times a month and meets
regularly on Tuesday nights.
More information is available
bv contacting Professor Linda
Roth
at
359-7981 .

Discover ...

Cheney Chevron

Air Conditioning
Service & Repair
Brake Service
Computerized Engine Analysis

Chevron

~;4u~~
;4Uu,- U'49
(fodk

4 Wheel Drive Service
Wheel Alignment and
Front End Repair
Carburetor Serv ice and Repair

•

WELCOME BACK

New Menu Ideas

• Attention Spok,ane Residents

• Hoagies

- state-certified emission control specialists -

• Pizzas

'

-ASE nationally certifi;ed tec_hn_icians -

• Build a Burger

\

.

-FREE Vehicle Safety Inspection-With Each AppointmentFOR APPOINTMENT CALL
-

==

235-6115

• Cherry Coke
-

----

--

- FREE LABOR -

Weekdays 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Weekends 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

--

Bring your prints, photos, posters, needlepoint, or whate~er, in _to ~s and let us ~ustom
frame them at do-it-yourself prices. Since part of the cost 1n framing 1s labor, you will save
by l_e tting•us put you r,fram_~rtog~ther .. . labor free. You pay only for materials used!!!

* ALL EASTERN WASHINGTONRECEIVE:
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS AND FACULTY
10%,OF.F IN ADDITION TO
OUR LABOR-FREE PRICES
Be sure to present your student I. D. card or faculty card to receive these savings.
HURRY! SALE ENDS OCT. 6, 1985

W. 4417 Wellesley
Frame Shop hours:
- 10 a.m.-7 p.m., 7 Days a Week
Hardware Store hours:
M-F 8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. 8:~ a.m.-7:00 p.m.

FRAME IT TODAY.

at River Ridge Haridware
. ('ACROSS FROM JOE ALB/ STADIUM AND THE VETERAf'!S HOSPITAL)
• DROP OFF YOUR FRAMING.. ON YOUR WAY TO THE EASTERN
-N. ARIZONA STATE GAME ON SATURDAY!
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Worman wings the·, Eagles to 28-3 triumph
by JEFF' WARK
Eagle Quarterback Rick Worman had a firm hand in the win at
Joe Albi Stadium Sept. 7. Aided
by an arsenal of claw-gripped
receivers he threw for 388 yards,
nine short of the school record .
In an impressive win in a downpour that drowned the Wildcats
28-3, Worman's 31 or 53 performance included 21 passing first
downs in transit to an Eastern
record 34 first downs .
If there was a question mark in
EWU 's grand scheme of things, it
was the inexperienced offensive
line . After protecting Worman's-as well as the team 's--good
health, the offensive line surely
appeared up to the challenge .
They routinely opened large
holes through the Division 11

school's defensive line, enabling
Eastern 's rejuvenated running
game ·to chalk up 180 rushing
yards .
"I think they (offensive line)
showed overall improvement, but
still have a long ways to go,"
said coach of the Eagles , Dick
, Zornes. "Assignment wise they
did just fine, but they're going to
have to have more intensity ."
Sophomore tailback Jamie
Townsend flew for 102 yards
rushing, 89 in the first half.
Townsend also caught three passes for 40 yards en route to
personally accounting for eight
first downs in the game.
Fleet receiver Craig Richardson grabbed seven aerials from
Worman for 95 yards to lead
Eagle receivers.
Senior fullback Joe Kniffen

rushed the ball 13 times for 59
holding call, and later in the
yards and drew praise from~ same drive, Chico State's Matt"'·
Zornes. 1'Kniffen had an oUk ...,,. Dillon intercep't:d a pass from
standing offensive game," said
Worman on the Wildcat 3.
' •
EWU's coach . "He ran well,
EWU wasted little time as they
blocked well and played the
took t,heir first second-half poshardest of my players."
s•~ssion 30 yards in 12 plays with
However, the key to Easterns
classy receiver Jon Vea hanging
home Qpener was a swarming,
on to a seven-yard TD pass from
inspirational defense. Eastern's
Worman despite being flagrantly
defense didn't allow _Chico State
interferred with, 10-0.
to step foot offensively on the
Chico State finally worked their
.Eagles half of the field the entire way into Eagle territory on their
first half, and always supplied opening possession of the second
their offense with the excellent half. Quarterback Craig Wallis
field position as all 11 of East- engineered the Wildcats to their
ern's possessions in the game only points on the evening which
culminated in Wildcat territory .
came on James :'vtavor's 27-yard
Eastern took a precarious 3-0 field goal that put the score at
lead into intermission on a 44- 10-3 after three quarters .
yard field goal by Eric Stein. The
Both Stein and Mavor missed
3
Eagles had a touchdown nullified
B-ya rd field goal attempts lo
late in the second quarter on a
open th e fourth - quarter before
Stein booted Eastern to a 13-3

Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career
summer session
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
advantages like:
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
If you're looking to move up qui<;kly, look into the Marine Corps
■ M, a freshman or sophomore, . , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - undergraduate officer commissionyou could complete your basic train-1
ingprogram.Youcould
ing during two six-week summer
,.,.• •j
start off making more
'.
~ions and earn more than $1100
•
~
than $17,000 a year.
·
·
during each session
JWie,Wing.&altwgoodmtn.

l'J'fbnt It,
'-nm~-~
ur~

«Jt--:.

llp quickly/'

lead with a 42-yarder at 7: ='>7 .
Easte~i;iis tenacious pa ss rush
and good secondary coverage
forced three straight Wildcat
incompletions before p•mter
Thomas Curtin shanked a poor
kick which left the Eagles with
excellent field position on the
Chico State 46.
On the third play of the drive
Worman found split end Dewey
Marchand from 7-yards out to
give the Eagles a little breathing
room , and after a two point
conversion reception by Richardson , led 21 -3.
Richardson set u_p the touchdown with a tough 37-yard catch
play prior to the Marrhand TD.
Eastern capped the scoring for
the evening on their next possession when freshman tailback
Dominic Corr slanted off left
tackle from two yards out placing
the final al 28-3.
The key play in the drive came
on third-and-5 from the Eagle 37
when Worman found nanker
Tracy Poffenroth down the right
sideline for 42 yards and a big
first down to Chico State's 21.
Zornes gave high marks to
defensive lineman Mike Kingston
and Frank Staudenraus who were
integral cogs in the brutal Eastern defense which limited Chico
State to only 170 total net yards
with a miniscule 38 yards gained
on the ground. John Eddy paced a
well-ba~anced Eagle defense with
seven stops.

Nevertheless. the Wildcats
fought valiantly and the Northern
California Athletic Association's
representative had victory within
their grasp until Eastern's fourth
quarter offensive awakening.
Although statistically most impressive, Worman, as indicated
by Zornes , wasn't as sharp as he
can be and was helped in no small
part by consistently great catch es by his sta ble of fine receivers .
Easterns thorough domination of
the game included 16 of 22 third
down conversions, to two of 12 for
Chico State. The Eagles ran tw ice
as many offensive plays as the
Wildcats , 100 to 50, indicating a
tremendous effort by Easterns
defense acc ounting for a possession tim e of nearly double for
EW U, 38 :40 to 21 :20 .
The Eagles scored on fou r of
their fiv e second-half possessions
producing 25 points through three
TD 's, a two point conversion , and
a field goa l. Chico State only
entered Eastern territory twice ,
on their first two possessions of
the second half , for a field goal
and a flubbed snap on another
three-point at.tempt Over 2,000
fans braved the elements to
watch Eastern 's win .
Game I , EWU 28, Chico State 3
EWU-Stein 44 FG
EWU-Vea 7 pass from Worman

(Stein kick)
CS-Mavor 27 FG
EWU-Stein 42 FG

EWU-Marchand 7 pass from
Worman <Richardson pass
from Worman)
EWU-Corr 2 run (Stein kick)
PASSING-Worman 31-53-1-2/388
RUSHING-Townsend 21-102,

For more information see Capt. Snow or GySgt Walker in the pub on
October 1-3 or call collect (509) 456-3746.

Kniffen 13-59, D. Corr 4-18,
Floyd 3-7
RECEIVING-Richardson 7-95,
Vea 5-53, Floyd 4-42, Poffenroth
3-84, Townsend 3-40, Riley 3-24,
Gehring 2-26, Kniffen 2-7, Larew 1-10, Marchand 1-7
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Eastern pounds Weber St.
by JEFF WARK

I•

I!

If satisfaction can be attained
by revenge then the Eastern
Eagles should be flying sky high.
After losing in the last seconds
of the game against the Weber
State Wildcats in both 1982 and
1983, Eastern rebounded behind
quarterback Rick Worman's
three touchdown passes--two to
Craig Richardson--and 7 yard TD
jaunt as the Eagles spanked the
Wildcats in their own backyard,
31 ·19, Saturday, Sept. 14.
The win w~s especially sweet
for the Eagles in light of the fact
that WSC all but eliminated
Eastern's hopes for Big Sky
Conference membership last
Spring when the school threatened to leave the conference if
Eastern was accepted.
So Eastern retaliated the best
and only way possible, with a
huge victory and sound whipping
over the Wildcats, in Ogden,
Utah.
After WSC went up 7-0 on a
5-yard TD run by Eric Brown
capping a 95-yard drive, Worman
and the Eagles began to roll. On
the tw'elfth play of an 80-yard
drive, Worman called his own
number and swept left into the
end zone from 7 yards out at 13: 16
of the second quarter to knot the
contest at 7.
Two possessions later Worman
connected with split end Jon Vea
on third-and-2 for a gain of 19
down to the Wildcat '1:1 . Four
plays later, Worman drilled Richardson in the left corner of the
end zone for a 13-yard TD and 14-7
edge.
Undaunted, WSC marched a
quick 80 yards punctuated by a
1-yard touchdown plunge by
Freddie Cook with only 14 seconds until intermission. The extra point was muffed and Eastern
went into halftime up 14-13.
Following an Eastern fumble
midway through the third quarter, the Eagles defense stiffened
and held the Wildcats without a
first down.
Following a punt, Fullback Joe
Kniffen cracked off a left tackle
for a ,gain of 8. Worman then went
fJver top for a 42-yard bomb to
flanker Kevin Larew down to
Weber State's 28. Vea hauled one
in for 11 more before Worman
found dependable tight end Mark
Gehring in the end zone for a
four-play ~8-yard touchdowndrive and 21-13 lead.
Weber State fought right back
and were swiftly inside Eastern's
20-yard line. But junior free
safety Garrick Redden intercepted an errant Wildcat aerial at the

by JEFF WARK

photo courtesv of Cheney Free Pres!.

Eastern's receivers like Mark Gehring, have been having a
great session catchi~g for reco~d breaking quarterback Rick
Worman.
Eagle 6 ending a ~oment~m- · thwarted when a deflected pass
building Weber Sate State drive.
was picked off by cornerback
From here the Eagles began
Bentley Williams.
their final touchdown drive highThe Eagles rung up 446 yards of
lighted by tailback Jamie Towntotal offense led by Worman's 330
send's pair, of catches for 52
through the air on 2.1 for 37
yards. The tremendous connec- · -passing. Townsend ran and
tion between WQrmanr and Ri<:hcaught the ball for l'J:l · yards as
ardson continued cliGking when
Kniffen logged the pigskin for 79
they struck again at H:02 of the yards with no losses.
fourth quarter· to put ~astern· up
Vea tied Townsend for recep28-13. Richardson's touchdown
tions with five' in a game which
reception was from 10 yards out.
saw eight different Eagles catch
WSC had a 48-yard kick off
passes.
return on the subsequent kick off
Middle linebacker Chris Seidel
and punched it into the end zone
had an . outstanding afternoon
after 14 plays before failing on a
with 15 tackles but the defensive
two-point conversion to nudge
honors of the game must go to
closer at 28-19. .
defensive end Frank StaundenEastern's next drive ate up
raus who along with ·10 tackles
over six minutes of the clock and
had four quarterback sacks for
was aided by a roughing the
minus 28 yards.
kicker penalty which gave the
Safeties Mark Cordes and RedEagles' first and 10 from WSC's
den also had 10 stops each . with
38. Kniffen powered the ball to
the blitzing Redden getting a pair
the Wilcats' 10 on two carries for
of sacks himself for minus 18
25 yards. But after a penalty and
yards.
.
a sack Eric Stein found himself
The Eagles were nine of 14 on
going from a chip-shot to a
third-down conversions leading
42-yard field goal. No matter, as
to '1:1 first downs, 16 p~ssing. The
Stein boomed it through the
jury is no longer out concerning
uprights pushing the final to
the offensive line as Worman has
31-19.
been caught only twice behind the
The Wildcats last drive was
line of scrimmage in two games.

Lifetime Membership
$3.00 A Month
·Movies 93q: Apiece
(with membershipJ.
1831 1s,t St~

EWU goes 3-0 with
victory over Bobcats

(F&M Bus. Center)

afternoon to Riley.
MSU drove streadily down the
field on their next possession and
nine plays later found themselves
comfortably on the Eagle 2 with
first-and-goal.

A crowd of 11,293 fans witnessed a wild and wooley spectacle
Sept. 21 as the Montana State .
Bobcats rallied for 20 fourth- .
quarter points behind quarterHowever, the Eagles defense
back Kelly Bradley's three TD
knuckled down once again allowpasses before succumbing to the
ing the Bobcats to only a field
Eastern Eagles, 28·23.
goal
as the Eastern maintained a
Intrepid Eagle quarterback
7-3
advantage.
·
Rick Worman continued his re"They were definately big
cord-setting onslaught by tying a
plays
for us,'' said Eastern Coach
school record with four touchDick
Zornes
of the Eagles' two
down passes while throwing for
first-half goal-line stands. "But
346 yards on 32 of 53 passing.
Worman is well ahead of his 1984 the thing that bothers me was
that we let them get down there in
statistics, as he has already
the
first place," added Zornes.
thrown the ball for 1,046 yards
After a change of possessions,
and nine touchdowns in just three
MSU booted• a poor punt which
games.
Receivers Craig Richardson left Eastern auspiciously on the
and Jon Vea had nine catches Bobcat 35. Four plays later Worapiece for a combined total of 208 man hooked up with Vea on a
yards. Sturdy tight end Eric 25-yard touchdown pass that sent
Riley hauled in six passes with the Eagles into halftime up 14-3.
Eastern began the second half
two going for touchdowns as
by
mounting an 11-play 80-yard
tailback Jamie Townsend continued having a fine year by rushing drive that included Richardson
accounting for all four Eagle first
for 91 yards against.the Bobcats.
.downs.
The next play ended with
Ballhawking safety Garric
.
Riley
scoring
on a Worman aerial
Redden had two interceptions
and linebacker Bill Altena led the from IO yards out widening Eastern 's lead to 21-3.
.defense with 10 tackl~s .
A scoreless first quarter feaEagle linebacker Doug McGill
tured a goal-line stand by East- picked off a Bradley pass at
ern who stopped MSU and held · MSU's 25 and returned it 11 yards
them pointless on three consecuto the 14. After a 2-yard run by
tive downs from the Eagle 1.
Townsend, Worman found tight
The second quarter began with
end Mark Gehring for his fourth
Eastern stopping the Bobcats on
and final touchdown pass of the
three straight downs before puntgame to put Eastern comfortably
ing and corralling. the Eagles
ahead 28-3 after three quarters of
deep in their own territory on the
play.
Eastern 2.
Three seconds after a TownFrom there the Eagles initiated
send
fumble, Bradley fired his
a long 98-yard touchdown-drive
first
of three fourth-quarter
that concluded with Worman
touchdown
passes to narrow
throwing his first TD strike of the

Continued on page 17

tet Washington Mutual help with a
low cost student loan. Ask your school's
financial aid office for an application
and details or, call (206) 464-4767
for mare information. You'll see it's
everything we've aavertised.

Wasllln. . . Mutual

The friend of the famllY-11111111

Westtington Mutual Savings Bank
~ ,
' and its family of financial affiliates: ,
,__
Murphey Favre, Incorporated/Washington
Mutual Service Corporation
Member FDIC
•This rate does not necessarily apply to students with
current loans.

,,
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Continued from page 16
Eastern 's margin to 28-10.
The trend continued after MSU
received the ball on Eastern's 13
when punter Eric Stein's knee
touched the ground before he got
off his kick . 43 seconds later,
Bradley had another TD pass and
found his squad now down by 11
at 28-17.
After stopping Eastern, MSU
began driving from their own 22.
Bobcat running back David
Pandt--who had an eye-popping
20 receptions for 160 yards--hauled in six passes for 61 yards,
including the final grab of 21 , in a
10-play 78-yard TD-drive which
boosted MSU hauntingly close at
28-25 with 2: 11 remaining in the
contest.
MSU failed on a two point
conversion attempt which was
broken up by safety Mark
Cordes.
After an EWU punt, Bradley
lofted a desperation bomb with
two ticks left that Eastern successfully defended, escaping
Bozeman with a diffulcult 28-23
decision .
"We played pretty decent for
three quarters until we got our-

selves in some adverse situations." said Zornes. "Defensively
we didn't handle it very well. We
got tired and broke down mentally. All of the sud<Jen the
pressure cooker heated up and
we were just trying to get out of
there with a win. I'm just fortunate we played well on the road
and came home with two wins. I
hope that continues because the
tough part of our schedule is
ahead of us, and it's all on the
road."
Eastern had gone 11 quarters
withou~ giving up a touchdown
pass before Bradley caugt,t fire
against them in I.he despenation
fourth quarter.

Invitational, all day.
Men's & Women's X-Counlry:

at Spokane C.C./Coke Invitational.
Fall Baseball: at Gonzaga University Invitational.
SUNDAY
Fall Baseball: at Gonzaga Uni-

versity Invitational.

T
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lege d. EWU 6-15, 15-3, 15-11,
15-14. Boise State d. EWU 15-9,
15-9, 15-11.

SCOREBOARD

Volleyball: at Univ . of Houston

The Easterner

•~ool.ball: EWU 28, Montana
State 23 (at Bozeman, Mont.).

I

Men's Cross Country: Finished
fourth in 13-team Whitman Invi tational.

Volleyball: Al Brigham Young
University Invitational. Illinois d.
EWU 15-3, 15-7, 15-3. EWU d.
Boise State 15-7, 11-15, 15-11,
15-13. Utah d. EWU 7-15, 15-13,
15-11, 15-9. EWU d. Idaho State
16-14, 15-12, 15-9. Chapman Col-

Women's Cross Country: Finished sixth in nine-team Whitman
Invitational.

H

• •

SPORTS SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
Volleyball: at Univ. of Houston

Invitational, all day.
Fall Baseball: at Gonzaga University Invitational.
SATURDAY
Football: vs. Northern Arizona

at Albi Stadium, 7 p.m. Dallas
Cowboys Cheerleaders appear at
halftime.

1808 Second St. Cheney (next to Jarms HardwareJ

-Where to get cash

_,_t missingthe kickalf.
You'll g<'I a kiC'k out of I lw
c·om·<·nic·m·<· of 011r tH'\\' 2-t -hour
C'ash nia('hirw at our lm1rn·h in

tm\'n at 42f> lst St. Stop h~· liH'
ot lwr (·om·cniL•rn·es in hanking
likr our PirstLirw .
CIH'c-king AC'('ount.

[>.J.~"!l!!J/llf
Chern,_,· BranC'h 2:fj-(H-ll

gasoline and diesel fuel

YOUR C0MPLETE
1

I
.,

For Quality and Price
WELCOME BACK,_E.W.llJ.- STUDENTS

CONVENI.ENCE
STORE
•IDeli, Snacks, and Popular
Refreshments ·
•Fresh Coffee

IDE
STORE

VCR SALES AND RENT'ALS
HUGE MOVIE SELECTION
ALL TH.E .LATE$(['- RELEASES
O ·P EN 7 DAYS A WEEK
'

Pay Us A Visit Soon!
We Deliver.Heating Oil

Bill's FllLS
103 First ...:' Cheney
1■11111a•1111111an

235-4400

235•4253

1808 Second St. Che~ey fr.text to Jarms Hardware)

...... ., . ......
-·· .

..

•.-

.

"
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Hungry for a good deal? Then save your dough. Order a
DOMINO'S PIZZA with the special coupons below. Just call us.
You11 get a thick, fresh, oven-hot pizza dripping with cheese and
loaded wi~ your favorite toppings delivered to ·y our door in
30-minut¢s-or-less. Guaranteed! Or you get $3 knocked off your
pizza. Now with a n1onetary policy like that, how c.an you go

~wrong, right? Call DOMINO'S PIZZA today.
And share your new found wealth.
'
It'-

•

"''

Free
Painter's
Cap!
Get a free painter's cap
with any pizza purchase at
participating Domlnds
Pizza locations. Just ask
when you place your order.
Offer good while supplies
last. ·
FR■._

1879 1st Street
Phone: 235-2000

1I

$1 .00 off any pizza
one coupon per pizza
Coupon Expires
10110185

Fast, Free Delivery

Good at 1879 1st St.
235-2000

I

Name

I
I

DOMINO'S PIZZA

DEL!YWRI,.

_
.
.
au.
r-------------------- 1
$'
I
,
I

I

.

Address .

I

(

..

•

Phone#

..

- .. .

I

1ft

I

I
I
I

·,J

I
I
I
I
I
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•
;

I
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA

DELIVERSe
FREE.

The best custom-made
pizza is hot. has real
dairy cheese, an assortment of carefully selected
toppings on a perfect
golden crust.. .and is
delivered to you in 30
minutes or less. Call ·us.

Domino'• Pizza Delivers®

The ........
Five items for the price
of four: Pe~roni,
Mushrooms, Oniqns, .
Green Peppers $nd
Sausage
12" Deluxe
$8. 75
16" Deluxe
$12.90

Call us.
2·35.2000

AMllonal lt9111a

1879 1st Strut

Ham, Oni<>ns, Tamatoes,

Hours:

_,..
11a.n-1am Sun.-Thurs.
11 am-2am ·Fri. & Sat. ·

Pepperoni, Mushrooms,

Green Peppers, Olives, Sausage, Ground Beef,
Pineapple, Double
Cheele, Extra Thick Cruet

The t:aster'ner ·
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Sports briefs

Spikers' improved Harriers
underway
A lineup change was the turning point for Eastern Washington
Univers ity's volleyball team
Sept. 6 and 7 in the Cavanaugh 'sUniversity of Idaho Classic in
Moscow, as the Eagles won their
final two matches of the tournament to place third in the fiveteam field .
Eastern opened its season by
dropping its first two matches of
the tournament last Friday, Sept.
6, losing 15-12, 12-15, 9-15, 10-15 to
eventual champion Cal StateFullerton and 9-15, 7-15, 9-15 to
runnerup Idaho. In Saturday's
opener with Gonzaga, the Eagles
lost 7-15, 10-15 in the first two
games before EWU coach Pamela Parks made her change.
She moved Sara Ufford, a
four-year starter playing setter
for the first time this se~son,
back to her comfortable position
as outsi.de hitter. Parks also
brought Mary Lynn Eschbach
into the game as well as new
setter Katie Overholser, a fresh man making her EWU debut.
The new unit played superbly,
coming back to win three straight
games, 15-8, 15-13, 15-3 and snap a
24-match losing streak . The
Eagles then swept Washington
State 15-10, 15-7, 15-8 to claim. the
tllird-place trophy .
''The original lineup didn 't gel
like I thought it would, so we
struggled early in the tournament," Parks said. "We made a
few adjustments but we ·still
weren 't meshing until we made
the change in the Gonzaga
match .
"·I wasn't disappointed with
Sara 's setting, but she was concentrating too hard on doing
things right and didn 't really get
into the fl~w of things ," Parks
added . " When Katie came in it
relieved some of the pressure and
took all the weight off her shoulders. Sara was back at a position
she was comfortable with and
just hammered the ball ."
Ufford finished with 12 kill
spikes against Gonzaga and add-

THE BOOK & BRUSH in Downtown Cheney would like to be
your headquartE·rs for your school
supplies. We carry paper, report
,covers, pens, notebooks , full line
of art & graphic supplies. We
have supplies for leisure crafts.
We have books and magazines.
The Book & Brush is also _your
ticket -place home. We are the
Greyhound and Western Union
- agent in Cheney.
We offer a 10% Discount to
students with· valid EWU cards.
Special orders can be filled. usually within two weeks. Come see
us. The Book & Brush at 404 1st St.
Cheney. Open Mon. thru Sat ., 8:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 235-4701 .

ed fiv e more against WSU . But
the tea m 's big hitter was Univer1
sit:1 o · v~
ashington transfer Kelly
Fitzg~i-a ld, who was named to the
All -Tournament team after getting 51 kills in the four matches .
Errin Seale added 25 kills in the
tourney with ju$t two hitting
errors .
" Kelly is definitely going to
help this team a lot," Parks said .
"And I thought Errin did a
tremendous job in the middle. "
Jolene Harwood added 36 kills
in the tournament and led the
Eagles with 19 total blocks. Ufford added 30 kills as an outside
hitter and 71 assists as a setter.
Overholser finished with 60 assists and had a slightly better
assist percentage than Ufford
( .359 to .333).
EWU won two of six matches
last weekend in the BYU Invitational in Provo, Utah. Both wins
were against Mountain Wes't Conference foes Boise State and
Idaho State, giving the Eagles a
promising outlook entering conference play in October.
"We had a couple of very good
wins ," coach _Parks said. "A lot
of people took notice that we're
re-establishing ourselves as a
cont.ender in the conference.
People won't look at us as a
doormat anymore."

Having already equaled EWL' 's
win total for last year , the 4-6
Eagles travel to Texas this week
for the University of Houston
Invitational. Besides EWU and
Houston, other teams in the
round-robin tournament are Louisiana State and Montana .

j'

*

i
:

ON Ol!JR DELUXE:

I
I

EWU 's baseball team begins
its fail schedule this week at the
Gonzaga University Tournament
Friday through Sunday at Pecarovich Field . The Eagles had their
first meetings and practices this
week as school started on the
Cheney campus Monday.
Other competition this fall for
the Eagles includes the EWU
Invitational Oct. 4-6 at Chissus
Field, with WSU, Gonzaga and
Spokane Falls Community College joining EWU in the tournament field. Double-headers are
also scheduled with Spokane
Falls and Columbia Basin community colleges .

I

*

Burgers
Cheeseburgers
Double Burgers 1/J pounder
Double Cheese Burgers 1/J pounder

All of the above served with: Mustard, catsup, pickles, onions & mayo.
GOOD TILL OCT. 2, 1985

.

(Not valid with other coupons or specials)

iI
1
I
I

:

I

~---------------~--------------------------·

BUSINESS HOURS:
MON.-THURS. 11 A.M.-10 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 11 A.M.-12 MIDNIGHT. SUNDAY-REST/NG

TIBBlilTS & ASSOGIATES, INC.

I

2 FOR 1

I
I

•Excellent Location
•No Maintenance Worries
•Quality Construction • Fireplaces
•Garages •8 11•% financing Now!

,

FALL BASEBALL

1------------------------------------------~

Plaza View Condominiums offer a great
investment for #acuity or students who
want the best in living conditions.

235-8463
· 838-6913

CC REDSHIRTS

Three of Martin 's top men 's
runners have elected to redshirt
this year to concentrate on their
studies . Coach Jerry Martin said
Mark Hoitink, Darryl Genest and
Brian Oster will all be fifth-year
students next year and will complete their senior seasons then .
" All three are excellent students ,
but they're going to have academic loads so heavy this fall
that they wouldn't be able to
perform to their abilities ," Martin said . " (Next year ) they 'll be
able to take a lighter load and
should have great seasons ." Martin hopes Steve Landro, Jeff
Enzler, Tor Berg and Greg Meyer can fill the void left by the
three redshirts. The team's roster currently numbers 20.

WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

1818 Second St.
Cheney

CAl!.lTODAY!

~~~~~

CALL IN ORDERS WELCOME! 235-6126
1204 · 1st ACROSS THE STREET FROM CIRCLE K

ZAVALA'S PLACE #2

, ,
'

AUTHENTIC MEXICAN FOOD

A

TO WEt.COME YOU-BACKl'M OFFERIN.G:

t

, .

Quantity Limited, So Act Now!

,

11

COMSTOCK IN GERMANY

Lisa Comstock , and honorabl e
mention All-American off last
season's EWU basketball team ,
is playing pro basketball in West
Germany . EWU coach Bill
Smithpeters , who has received
two letters from Comstock since
she left in late July , last heard
her team was 7-0 and that opponents were using a box-and-one
defense against the high-scoring
guard . " When she's getting that
kind of defens ive attention, she
has to be doing pretty well ,''
Smithpeters said. " She might be
a little homesick since she
doesn 't know anybody and her
German is probably as good as
their English. But this is good
' experience for her."
EWU ranked 37th in total attendance among NCAA Division I
schools last season, the NCAA
report.ed recently . The Eagles
drew an average of 802 fans per
game , better than such schools as
Oregon , BYU and UCLA .

l"~~Yr~s

WHY .RENir?

t

Chris Isaacson, EWU 's secondleading rusher last season, has
begun working out with the EWU
football team. Isaacson, a 5-foot11 , 207-pound junior fullback, had
decided earlier this summer to
dedicate all his time to the EWU
baseball team.
He hit .311 in 50 games last
year as a part-time starting
catcher, with a team-leading
seven home runs . He rushed for
339 yards on the gridiron last
season for a 4.8 per carry average and three touchdowns . He
also caught 15 passes for 153
yards and another TD. Coach
Dick Zornes had int.ended to play
Isaacson at outside linebacker
this season, but because of his
late start will keep him at fullback . " There's no sense trying to
make him a backer now, Zornes
said.

Led by a surpnsmg fourth pl ace finish by Alan Hjort,
EWU 's men's cross country team
opened · its season by finishing
third in the six-team University
of Portland Invitational Sept. 14.
Hjort, competing in his first
collegiate meet, covered the 4.87mile course in 24 :22.3, just 39
seconds behind the winnning runner . Other top EWU placers
included Stan Holman ( 1Ith in
24 :44 .2), Dan Hardebeck (13th in
24 :53.6), Ed Brown (22nd in
25 : 19.lJ , and Jeff Enzler (23rd in
25:24.0). The Portland Running
Club won the team title with 26
points, followed by the University
of Portland with 45 and EWU with
73.
EWU 's men finished fourth in
the 13-team Whitman Invitational
cross country meet in Walla
Walla last Saturday. Junior Stan
Holman was the men 's top finisher by pla,c ing fifth over-all, . with
freshmean Alan Hjort placing
eighth .
WSU won the team. title with 33
points followed by· Pacific
Lutheran , Idaho and EWl! . Eastern 's " R" squad finished 12th.
EWU's women also ·split their
squad and finished sixth and
seventh at Whitman to open their
season, electing not to participate
in the University of Montana
Invitational as earlier scheduled.
J<..,reshmen Nancy Selby and
Mindy Ball led EWU , finishing
22nd and 28th, respectively . This
week both the men and women
are at the Spokane Community
College Invitational.

,...-.~~~~1
'

I

ISAACSON RETURNS

A

J
'

-~---------------------------------,
BUY ONE, GET SECOND ONE FREE!

:
I

1
I

(on anything but combo lunch or dinner)

;eooo ON WED. & THURS. 3-6, SAT 10-3
& SUN. 3-7

I

OFFER EXPIRES 11/1/85

i
:

~----------------------------------·

ORDERS TO GO
235-9990

EVERY TiUES. 2 lACOS, RICE & BEANS, ONLY $2.40

505 2nd
Cheney

J
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CALENDAR

TOD.AY:

BOARD OF TRUSTEES: Meeting, 9:30 a.m., Third Floor .
PUB Council Chambers.
_
OUTDOORS: Mountain bike ride, 2-4 p.m,, Spokane Center,
359-7919.

I

WOMEN'S CENTER: Tour, 3 p.m., Monroe 114, 359-2847,
359-2898.
.
FILM: Updated version of "Metropolis, " 8 p.m., SHW,
$1 students,' $2 general admi~ion.
MUSIC: R~ital by Reid Smith, French Hom, .8 p.m., Music
Building Recital Hall.
.
EMPLOYEES: Student employee orientati0n, 10-11 a.m.,
SHW Auditorium.
CONCERT: Robert Cray Band, 8 p.m., Sheraton Grand
·Ballroom, Spokane ..

FltM:•Updated version of "Metropolis, "SHW Auditorium, 8 p.m.
CONCERT:
Pianist Walt Wagner, Spokan~ Opera House, 4 p.m.
.
OUTDOORS: Pri~t Lake Canoe Trip, 3-6 p.m., Idaho.

.

•

•

J

MONDAY, SEPT.~:
FACVLTY ,MEE'.FING.: Rules Committee, 3 p.m., SHW
Con(erence, 309.
.
ICE CREAM· SOCINL: Open to everyone, 5-6:30 p.m.,

FILM: Updated version of "Metropolis," 8 p.m., PUB, preceding music by the-Rockin' Razorbacks. 9:30 ·p.m.-1 a.m. $1
before 9 p.m., $2 after for students.
VARIETY SHOW:. Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders, 7:30 p._m.,
Cavanaugh's ·Inn at the Par.k; $5 admi~ion, 458,6295.,or 359- .
2327 for reservations
·
I
01:JTJ)OORS: Bike Ride, 2-4 p.m., Spokane Center, 369- .
7919.

1Pres. Freder!ckson's (ront yard acr0SS from Showalter between Senior }{all and HaFgrea·ves.
SAFETY: ©Fientati0n seh~ule, 10-11 a.m., Kin~ton 218. ';\

TtiFsl)AY, OCT. ,I : .

'

..

ASSOCI.A1'ED. '$TliJDENTS: Meeting, 3 p.m., Thir9 floor
PtlB Council Chambe.ra.
RECEPrlON: Wnmen's Center, 3-5 p.m., welcoming new
women students,.staf,£ and faculty.
,
OIJ:J;BOORS~·~Quntain Bike Ride, 2-4 p.m., O~tdoor i;Qµip-:
ment @ffice, PUB 3'19. · ·- ,.,
,· ''
_. ·
~

SATURDAY, SEPT. 28:
FlhM FOR CHILDREN: ''Pinnochio," 1 p.m., PUB MultipulJ)0Se Room, 12 and under $.50, ever 12, $1.
·
OUTDOORS: Priest Lake Canoe Trip. 3-6 p.m., Idaho,
359-7919.
TAILGATE PARTY: Joe Albi Stadium Parking Lat, 5 p.m.,
$6.50 fee includes music from 5-6j0 p.m. by Rockin' Rarot•
backs.
EWU FOOTBALL: Vs. Northern Arizona, Joe Albi Stadium, 7 p.m., students free with .curr.ent EWU JD card
other students and senior citizens, $3, general .~dults, $6. Halftime performance by the Dallas €owboy Cheerleader.s.
3

r,

\\,

r---------------------~---·
- Elegant Egg
:
1'
Any 2 regular
:
1926 1st St.
Cheney, Wa.

~- ,
~

.I
I
I
I

! Priced Omelenes for the i
!
Price of 1
iJ
•

SUNDAY, SEPf. 29:

8p.m.
CONCERT: Pianist Walt Wagner, Spokane Opera House;
4p.m.
OUTDOORS: Priest Lak~ Canoe·Tirip, 3-6.p.m., Idaho.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 27:

I
I
I

due next fall

Expires 11/30/85

.
~

WE~NESD.ilY, OCT:. 2:

.

VIDEO:. NOV A series, N0(,n, Monroe 114, explorfog.
child's socialization proce~.
· ·
OUTDOORS: Hunter safety survival', 3-6 p.m., PUB 319.
·
Equipment swap, 11 a,m.-J p.m.

a

THROUGH OCTOBER:
SHOWAL1'Ei GALLERY: .RhQgogr,~phs of 'Ihailand, Ne~
pal,J~dakh and India by Phtti-Eval)s~ 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Monday.
Friday.

"

·

If all the deadlines are met, the
first EWU yearbook in 15 years
will be available to students by
the fall of 1986, said Steve Reynolds, editor of the 1986 "Aquila" .
"The return of the yearbook
has been long overdue," s8id
Reynolds . "We plan to make up
for those many years Eastern has
been without one."
The desire to put out a quality
product is the reason Reynolds
gave for not having the yearbook
completed until next fall.
''This first year is important,"
he stressed. "We have to put out
high-quality. We're looking to
receive national recognition in
addition to having a yearbook
students will like." Reynolds said
the "Aquila" will have a traditiona I yearbook layout with
separate sections for students,
administration , sports. clubs and
organizations, dorms, fraternaties and sororities . But, he added ,
it will be non-traditional because
it will contain many stories about
the Universfty.
"It's as much a journalistic
effort as it is a picture book,"
Reynolds explained.
Photographers will be set up in
the PUB Multipurpose room to
.~~~~ . ~tudent pictures sometime
·th.is quarter, but no specific dates
have been scheduled. Students
having their picture taken for the
yearbook will have the option of
buying a packet with their photograph in different sizes .
Cost of I.he yearbook is $18, and
order forms can be picked up at
the PUB Information Desk. "Students who order a yearbook but
are not planning to return next
fa!I can have their book mailed to
them," Reynolds said.

''SHOWIE'S'' ·... ~t~
Fall Quarters Schedule of Glasses
4-6 Mon. thru Fri.
75¢
$2.00

Pints of Pilsner
Pitchers of Pilsner

Monday Night Footbal I
50¢ Hot Dogs
50¢ .Glasses of Beer
$2.00 Pitchers

Cash value 1/20¢

-------------------------

COMPLETE MENUBURGERS- CHICKEN - SHRIMP
1/3 lb. of 100% Beef served
with: Lettuce, Tomato,
Catsup and Beer*
. 9111 st St.

235-8405

--------------------~
z·lp's
·
I Taco Salad I
II

II

I

I

. $1.99

I

I

(*May sub. glass of pop)

Live Music 8:30-12:30

NO COVER

t----coupon Expires 10/2/Ss--.a

• Zip's
11

1·
I.

T
.
ub Fries

1

$1.09

I

'-•••Coupon Expires 10/2/85 •-

1•

• NEW FOR FALL: 17 Imported BeersAustrialia- PthilipP,ines :-Japan -ChinaSwiss - Ftance - Geriman - Holland Englalilct - Mexico - Canada

KEGS 10 GO - Reserve - 235-6294.

414 1st St.

